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HBR from the editor
This issue has
an expanded
#HunterInnovate
section which
includes
coverage of
the Hunter
Innovation
Festival 2019 to
be held in May.
We all know
that innovation is
a key economic
driver of the 21st
century. You
have probably
been beaten with
this and similar
messages for
decades now, but
the real question is if Australia is really taking these messages on
board and acting accordingly, or is innovation just a buzzword
that governments and many businesses use to make themselves
feel important?
There are some wonderful, innovative organisations across
the nation but are they receiving the support and respect they
deserve?
You may recall in 2015 that the then Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull unveiled his Innovation Statement to promote businessbased research, development and innovation.
Unfortunately the results have not matched the hype.

Bloomberg is a well-respected global information and
technology company with some 19,000 employees in 176
countries. It produces an annual innovation global innovation
index that is highly regarded as a means of comparing the levels
of innovation across different countries.
The 2015 index, before the much hyped Innovation Statement,
had Australia listed at number 13. The 2019 index had Australia at
number 19.
So in four years, we have dropped six places – it certainly doesn’t
speak highly for our support for innovation.
By government support, we are not just talking about throwing
money at the problem, although well-directed financial support is
an investment in Australia’s economic prosperity.
What is really lacking is a cohesive, supportive environment to
encourage creative thinking and risk taking in new ventures and
solutions.
This includes better policy certainty that is focussed on what is
best for the country’s future rather than being hamstrung by the
internal politics of the major parties.
It needs a clear vision and preferably targets to help map a
pathway for the growth of innovation and the economy.
With a Federal election looming it will be interesting if this subject
will be even discussed in anything more than passing fashion.
No doubt we will be flooded with politicians’ rants and media
reporting of emotive subjects such as asylum seekers but I fear
there will be little energy spent on topics such as innovation
which is vital to the growth of the Australian economy.
Garry Hardie
Publisher and Editor

Be informed - receive
your own copy of

HBR

HBR is available as a hard
copy magazine and online.
Make sure you receive HBR by completing one
of these options at www.HBRmag.com.au
1. Receive your own hard copy HBR
mailed directly to you for only around
$1 a week.
2. Receive notification when the latest
issue of HBR is available for reading
FREE online

For further information visit www.HBRmag.com.au,
email subs@HBRmag.com.au or call (02) 4925 7760
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HBR business news
Design of first building unveiled for
University’s Honeysuckle campus
A sleek, sophisticated, transparent building with smart glazing
will create a ‘stage within the city’ for the University of Newcastle,
who has revealed the design for the first building on its
Honeysuckle City Campus Development.
University Infrastructure and Facilities Services Director, Mr Brian
Jones, said the building, designed by EJE Architecture, would
facilitate community and industry engagement; housing an
Innovation Hub, as well as new facilities for the University’s School
of Creative Industries.
“We are proud to reveal the design for the first building on
our Honeysuckle City Campus Development. This building
demonstrates our commitment to supporting Newcastle as a city
of the future – a smart city with a thriving entrepreneurial spirit
and a vibrant creative scene,” Mr Jones said.
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alex Zelinsky AO, said the
Honeysuckle City Campus Development would create a strong
presence for the University in the Newcastle CBD, enhancing its
positive civic, cultural and social impact in the region.
“The unveiling of the design for the first building on our
Honeysuckle City Campus Development is a momentous step
forward in our long-term vision to grow, develop knowledge and be a
driver of an innovative regional economy,” Professor Zelinsky said.
“Our region’s future musicians, graphic designers, writers and
entrepreneurs will be just some of the people who will use this
new site and benefit from its contemporary design and facilities.”
EJE Architecture Director, Anthony Furniss, said the building
was destined to become ‘a stage within the city’ – a showcase of
creators and innovators.
“The design creates a clean, crisp space for creators and
innovators to interrupt the city as they choose,” Mr Furniss said.

“Much like a gallery – the building is pared back and sleek to
reveal the activity inside – essentially it allows the University to
‘reveal itself to the community’.”
Mr Furniss said the elegant 20 m building would use transparent
glass and landscaping to draw people in to discover vibrant
activity inside.
“The building will feature a smart glass glazing system with the
potential for digital display,” Mr Furniss said.
The $25 million building will provide a range of flexible spaces
capable of reacting to the changing needs of the users. Shared
spaces will include educational seminar and conference spaces,
informal networking event spaces, exhibitions and demonstration
of innovations. The Innovation Hub space will facilitate coworking, meetings and collaboration, while the School of Creative
Industries space will include state-of-the-art teaching and
learning studios.
The building will be located on the North West corner of the
University’s Honeysuckle site, bordered by Worth Place and
Honeysuckle Drive. Works will start in the next few months, with
construction expected to be completed late in 2020.

Image: Honeysuckle Campus
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HBR business news
NSW State Government to fully fund
Muswellbrook bypass
On 21 February Michael Johnsen MP, Member for Upper Hunter,
and John Barilaro MP, Deputy Premier and Minister for Regional
NSW announced the State Government will alone commit the full
$266 million required to fund the New England Highway Bypass
at Muswellbrook.
Joining Mr Johnsen in Muswellbrook, Mr Barilaro said that
following the completion of a report into the bypass route, a
preferred corridor has been identified, and construction would
commence as soon as 2022.
“The community has been calling on us to get on with building
the bypass, with Michael Johnsen lobbying consistently for the
Government to get on with funding and construction, and that’s
exactly what we’re going to do,” Mr Barilaro said.
“We were waiting for our federal counterparts to make their own
funding commitment, but rather than waiting for that to happen,
we’ve decided to go ahead and fully fund the project ourselves as
a state government.”
Mr Johnsen said he had been frustrated by the length of delay
in planning for the project and welcomed the NSW Government’s
decision to fully fund the Bypass.
“I have lobbied my Nationals colleagues hard to fully fund this
project, and I couldn’t be happier with today’s announcement. By
fully funding the project we have cut the red tape and can get on
with delivering the bypass,” Mr Johnsen said.
“This is a win-win for all – great news for the Muswellbrook
community which will no longer have trucks travelling through
town, but also for motorists on the New England Highway who
will have their travel times slashed.
The next steps of the project include concept design, environment
assessment and negotiating land acquisitions with landholders.

The 9.1 km bypass would begin about 1 km south of the
New England Highway intersection at Muscle Creek Road, and
reconnect to the existing highway about 1.2 km north of Sandy
Creek Road. It will have a speed limit of 100 km/hr.
The NSW government will start work on concept designs
and begin negotiations with landholders immediately, with
community consultation expected to occur in the second half of
2019. Construction will commence as soon as 2022.

Roberts Legal boasts best access to
Newcastle Court House
Roberts Legal, a local legal firm, has expanded to occupy
newly refurbished premises located in the Telstra Civic building
(adjacent to the NSW Courts complex in Hunter Street, Newcastle)
from January 2019. The Corporate and Commercial Division of
the practice, led by Sam Roberts, Solicitor/Director and Accredited
Specialist in Commercial Litigation, has relocated to the city
premises having outgrown its site at Brunker Road, Adamstown.
With the Division offering specialist commercial legal services
including Commercial Dispute Resolution, Building and
Construction Law, Business and Company Law, Property Law and
Corporate Insolvency, Mr Roberts considers the city relocation to
be a timely value-add for its clientele.
“We are pleased to assist a number of corporate clients who
operate from city-based premises and it’s important for us to be
accessible to them as well as the other professionals we deal with
regularly. We feel that we’re better positioned in a central-city
location for this purpose. The proximity to the Courts is an added
bonus,” he said.
Roberts Legal is now able to boast the position of the closest
private law firm to the NSW Courts complex in Hunter Street,
Newcastle with plans to launch an agency service for other
Lawyers in March.
The premises have undergone an an elegant refurbishment
which was brought to fruition by Newcastle-based industry
leaders, with interior design conceptualised by Trade Design
Group and high-end commercial fit-out constructed by Skelcon.
Roberts Legal is in good company with high-profile neighbouring
tenants, including McCloy Group, Telstra and the Department of
Public Prosecutions.
The firm intends to maintain its Adamstown presence with its
Personal Legal Services Division remaining in the Brunker Road
premises and offering Family Law, Wills and Estates and Property
Law services led by Anna Roberts, Solicitor/Director and Family
Law specialist.
Sam and Anna Roberts, husband and wife and co-Directors of
Roberts Legal, opened the firm in 2007 from modest premises
in Brunker Road, Adamstown, relocating in 2010 to larger
Adamstown premises on the corner of Brunker Road and Victoria
Street. The firm now consists of 19 staff, including 11 lawyers,
providing legal services to the Newcastle, Sydney, Central Coast
and Hunter Valley regions, and is sought-after by clients for its
client-focused and specialised legal services.

WHEN EXPERIENCE MATTERS
CORPORATE INSOLVENCY &
PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY SPECIALIST
Contact Shaw Gidley
Newcastle 02 4908 4444
Tuggerah 02 4365 3344
Contact James Shaw,
Paul Gidley or Jeff Shute

@shawgidley
www.shawgidley.com.au
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Sam Roberts-Solicitor / Director and wife Anna
Roberts-Solicitor/Director and accredited Family
Dispute Resolution Practitioner

CONTINUING TO BUILD AN EXCEPTIONAL TEAM
Alliance Labour Solutions is continuing to
build an exceptional team to provide
outstanding levels of service to our
growing customer base.
We have recently attracted three new team
members, all of whom with excellent skill sets
and a commitment to customer service.

Sarah Price

Sarah joined Alliance to manage our busy front desk
position. She has taken on her role as the face of the
business and first point of contact in a professional way
and supports our candidates, clients and other
colleagues daily to achieve the required outcomes for
the business. Sarah is currently studying her CERT III in
Business Administration and kicking goals.

Marisa Collins

Marisa joined the Alliance Team in a national recruitment
role. Marisa manages the total onboarding process of
recruiting and selecting labour for the business in NSW
and assists the other states in facilitating the ongoing
demand for labour. Marisa’s expertise is Human
Resources and she plays a vital role at Alliance Labour
Solutions. Marisa has an innate ability to understand
people and is naturally talented at selecting the right fit
candidates for each business.

Sam Chong

Sam manages the Western Australian
requirements for Alliance. She is based in our Perth office
and her focus is recruitment, onboarding, mobilisation
and shutdown support. Sam is busy shuffling labour across
the Pilbara region. Sam is a degree qualified chemical
engineer and is enjoying the change of pace with HR
and recruitment. Her commitment and dedication is
unwavering as is her kind personality and want to help
others succeed.

Alliance Labour Solutions has been operating in the Hunter Valley for over 6 years and specialising in
providing labour hire to the mining industry. Alliance also has extensive operations in Western Australia,
Queensland and South Australia.
With the knowledge and experience of mobilising labour to mine sites that require extensive onboarding
procedures and strict adherence to safety, experience, training and competency based skills; Alliance has
created a new division focusing on providing an inductions and onboarding service for its clients specifically
focused to get labour mine site ready.
Many companies that work on mine sites all through the Hunter Valley and Newcastle region either don’t
have the capability through their current resources or company structures or are so busy growing in order to
provide additional services to mines that they cannot facilitate the required onboarding quick enough to
meet their continued growth opportunities.
Alliance have specialised software to store, upload and maintain employee documentation in real time
with access levels to candidates, clients and our staff to ensure each different client with their specialised
onboarding requirements are taken care of. Our team are experienced in navigating the sometimes
complex induction process and liaising with medical, training companies, induction houses and onboarding
teams on mine site to expedite labour from simply recruited to mine site ready.
Talk to our friendly and professional team today about how we can assist your company
in getting your labour mine site ready.

Labour Hire • Shutdown mobilisation
Permanent Recruitment • Induction and Onboarding
NSW

|

SA

|

QLD

|

WA

www.alliancelabour.com.au

HBR business news
Next Generation is Now 2019 STEM
Workforce Conference
The arrival of the ‘next generation’ F-35 fighter jet here in the
Hunter highlights the fact that Next Generation, which suggests
skills, ideas and technology of the future, is, in fact, now. The
technology is already here – and with it comes a complex set of
problems requiring a comprehensive set of Next Generation skills.
Industry and RDA Hunter are working to equip a STEM-skilled,
homegrown workforce to address these issues. The demand for
skills is urgent. We need to act now: to prepare; to up-skill; re-skill;
and, train.
RDA Hunter’s Next Generation is Now 2019 STEM Workforce
Conference is being held on 9 April in Newcastle and will draw
on the knowledge of industry, research and education experts
to examine these issues, highlight the Hunter’s demand for skills,
and ways to fill gaps in meeting this demand.
A stellar line-up of international, national and local presenters,
led by OECD’s Head of Employment and Skills, Mr Jonathan Barr,
the CEO of Foundation for Young Australia, Ms Jan Owen AM and
Vice Chancellor of the University of Newcastle, Professor Alex
Zelinsky AO, will present insights on international mega-trends in
workforce skilling through industry and research collaboration.
Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems, NSW Health Pathology,
Boeing Defence and AGL will scope the ‘next generation’ skills
requirements in the Hunter region. The conference will give
Hunter students the opportunity to consider the education
system and how it’s preparing them for their future. Jan Owen will
finish the day’s discussion with insights about the future of work
and leading change.
The Conference will provide a forum for collaboration between
industry, government and education providers to shape
workforce development in the region. It’s an opportunity for
RDA Hunter to gain an understanding of the future requirements
of industry and tailor the next iterations of its STEM skilling
initiatives accordingly.
The Next Generation is Now 2019 STEM Workforce Conference
is presented in partnership with Lockheed Martin Australia, NSW
Health Pathology, BAE Systems and Australia’s Department of
Defence.
It will be held at Fort Scratchley Function Centre on Tuesday
9th April 2019. The cost is $225 + GST per person including full
day conference registration and two-hour networking session.
Registrations can be made at www.rdahunterstem.org.au/stemworkforce-conference-overview/

Defence Global Competitiveness Grant
The Australian Government is backing Australian defence
businesses to become exporters with a new dedicated grants
program.
The Defence Global Competitiveness Grant program will
support Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to overcome barriers
in accessing export opportunities.
The program will provide up to $4.1 million each year to support
Australian SMEs as the government works towards making
Australia a top-ten global defence exporter.
Grants of up to $150,000 will fund a range of export related
activities for SMEs, including seeking international accreditations
and procuring capital items.
The new program is a key initiative of the Federal Government’s
Defence Export Strategy. The Strategy sets an ambitious and
long-term plan to grow Australia’s defence exports to build the
local defence industry and strengthen Australian Defence Force
capability.
The grant program will be delivered through the Centre for Defence
Industry Capability. For details visit www.business.gov.au/dgc

Support for CBD businesses to capitalise
on Light Rail launch
Businesses operating in the Newcastle CBD will have the
support of experienced businesswoman Maria O’Brien in her role
as the Business Centre’s specialist CBD Business Advisor, with the
Newcastle Light Rail now operational.
Mrs O’Brien is keen to help Newcastle city based businesses to
harness the energy the opening of the Light Rail will bring to the
CBD. She said it is important for businesses to make the most of
the opportunity that the launch of the Light Rail presents.
“The opening of Newcastle’s Light Rail is an exciting opportunity
for CBD businesses to grow and attract customers – from tourists
using the Light Rail to the empty nesters we have moving into the
city as it gentrifies.
“There are so many ways businesses in the CBD can set
themselves up for success and draw in new customers at this
changing time,” said Mrs O’Brien.
Mrs O’Brien said the construction of the Light Rail, of course,
affected many businesses in the CBD but now that we are in the
next phase the Business Centre would like to help businesses
harness the energy and the potential customers the Light Rail will
bring to the city.
“At the Business Centre one of our key tenets is teaching
businesses to be agile. We want to give you the chance to pivot
your business and be prepared for when the Light Rail launches.
“I would love for any CBD based business to call us and set an
appointment to come and meet with me so we can help them
strategise and be prepared to make the most of this time.”
Under the Business Connect program CBD businesses can book
1:1 business advisory sessions with Maria or one of the other
expert Business Advisors at no cost. There are also opportunities
to participate in a suite of workshops and Master Classes covering
digital marketing, the use of Xero, and operating or registering
within the NDIS.

Maria O’Brien specialist CBD
Business Advisor, at the Newcastle
Business Centre
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HBR business news
Fintech chooses Newcastle for global
expansion and reshoring plans
A tech focussed financial services firm, with national and global
ambitions, has chosen Newcastle to be central to its plans for
growth and keeping high technology jobs in Australia. MoneyMe
is establishing a Newcastle tech and customer service centre with
long-term plans to employ around 100 local people.
Co-founder and CEO Clayton Howes is a strong advocate for
the Hunter to be Australia’s “tech valley”. Mr Howes said he was
impressed by Newcastle’s Smart City Strategy, as well as the
talent, entrepreneurialism, innovation and work ethic among
local young people.
“Newcastle and the Hunter has the talent to be a global centre
for innovation,” Mr Howes said.
“Our vision and my personal passion is for MoneyMe to play
a part in realising the region’s promising opportunity, creating
rewarding, high tech jobs for local people,” he said.
MoneyMe is using a local firm to hire its first 10 people
by February. It is initially partnering with Dash Co-work in
Charlestown to host its first employees.
Mr Howes said MoneyMe is working with local councils and
Government agencies to expedite the plan. Local businesses
will be engaged, including those specialising in recruitment and
marketing.
“MoneyMe picked Newcastle because we see many advantages
in doing business in the region.”
“We’re inspired by the ease of collaboration for business and the
intelligent people driving the smart city strategy.
“We can be a successful case study to bring other smart, tech
businesses to the region and keep jobs and talent in Newcastle.
“MoneyMe wants to work with the University of Newcastle to
create opportunities for local graduates and students so that
they can experience working in a modern, globally focussed
workplace.”
MoneyMe provides an annual scholarship and industry
experience to a University of Sydney PhD candidate focusing
on emerging technology such as machine learning and artificial
intelligence. It currently employs 70 people working in areas of
innovation, tech, regulatory, finance and customer service.
Mr Howes said MoneyMe is revolutionising the way Australians
borrow money.
“We are a real challenger to the big banks with whom
millennials are increasingly disengaged as their service
expectations are changing.

“Our proprietary lending
platform and smart algorithms
allow us to offer personalised,
risk-based pricing that results
in fairer and lower-cost loans
for people.”
MoneyMe offers fast, safe
and simple access to credit
of up to $15,000 direct from
their mobile phones. Since
it established in 2013, the
company has generated more
than $250 million in loans with
more than 75,000 different
customers. It has an office in
Sydney and a tech support
team in the Philippines. It was named Fintech of the Year in 2017
and 2018, has made the Deloitte Technology Fast 50 list three
times and was a finalist in the AFR Tech Fast 50.

Construction underway on new Scone TAFE
On the 14 February construction works started on the new
Scone TAFE, with Member for Upper Hunter Michael Johnsen
turning the first sod on the multi-million dollar facility.
“This $6.7 million dollar TAFE facility is going to absolutely
turbocharge education and training opportunities in Scone,” Mr
Johnsen said.
“Scone TAFE is already offering world-class training to students
but the addition of this TAFE Connected Learning Centre is going
to take this offering to a whole new level.
“Jam-packed with the latest in technology, including artificial
reality, the new TAFE facility will allow students to tap into TAFE’s
state-wide network of campuses, courses and teaches.
“The real advantage for locals is that they will soon be able to
study a wider range of courses right here in Scone without having
to travel to other regional towns or even Sydney.
“Similar facilities across the State have resulted in a tripling
of course offerings and a doubling of TAFE enrolments, so we
can expect TAFE’s presence in Scone to strengthen once it is
operational.
“And I’ll be very clear. This facility is in addition to the current
TAFE campus in Scone. Together they’re going to ensure locals
have the world-class access to TAFE they deserve.”
The new facility will be completed in late 2019.

Attention Business Owners:
Are you missing out on more profit and time?
The First Friday Club is a short, sharp monthly burst of
information, inspiration and motivation all about how
to run your business more effectively.
“Clear, precise & easy! Feel motivated
to now put this into practice.”
Jonathon Wilson, Slattery Auctions

“Short, sharp & to the point
with plenty to take away”
Anthony Furniss, EJE Architecture

Book Now at: firstfridayclub.com.au
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HBR business news
The Mutual awards head office
development contracts
The Mutual (Maitland Mutual Building Society Limited) has
announced that North Construction and Building Pty Ltd
(North) has been awarded the contract for construction of its
new head office. The exciting new premises will be situated in
the prime position adjacent to Stockland Greenhill’s Shopping
Centre in East Maitland.
dwp | Newcastle have been awarded the contract for
architecture and project management services alongside North
Construction and Building, who have built a reputation as a
trusted builder throughout the Central Coast, Hunter Valley and
Newcastle.
CEO, Geoff Seccombe said The Mutual’s board of directors and
senior management team have stringently reviewed a number
of proposals from local, reputable construction companies and
architects to strategise development of the new head office
premises.
“The Mutual is delighted to be working with North and
dwp | Newcastle. It has taken us many years to find the right
location for our new ‘home’, and we are very pleased that dwp’s
projection of the building parallels our vision for the new head
office premises,” said Mr Seccombe.
“The development of the contemporary building highlights
The Mutual’s commitment to building for the future to meet
the growing needs of its members. The Mutual’s head office
operations have been located in the Maitland City Centre for
over 30 years, with the business and its operations expanding
significantly over this time, and outgrowing the space it
currently occupies in central Maitland.
Expansion to the 6 Mitchell Drive East Maitland site will allow
The Mutual to better serve its members, staff and community
and to accommodate further expansion well into the future.
We are very pleased to be working with well-known local firms
to facilitate the construction and design of our new head office
building.”
Main construction works at the Mitchell Drive site are
scheduled to begin early March 2019.
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Successful Newcastle to Auckland season
comes to an end
The final flight from Auckland touched down in Newcastle
on Sunday 17 February, marking an end to Newcastle Airport’s
current 13 week international season.
The service, which launched on 22 November 2018, was the first
international route in 16 years for Newcastle Airport operating
three days a week over the summer months.
Speaking on 18 February, Newcastle Airport CEO, Dr Peter
Cock was buoyed by the public’s response and way the staff had
managed the new international capability.
“From our perspective, the Newcastle-Auckland service was a
great success across a range of measures.
“Passenger numbers grew strongly throughout the season
and the airport has proven itself to be a capable international
facility. We are currently in negotiations to continue the service
next season and are confident of continuing to fly to our close
neighbour,” he said.
“Ideally we want to grow that international presence and are
hopeful that political support will allow for upgrades to the
runway we access from RAAF Base Williamtown. We could then
provide our region with the airport they truly deserve. An airport
that can fly, not just to New Zealand, but to LA, Seoul and Tokyo,”
he added.
The seasonal route was well received by the local community,
with many taking the opportunity to visit Auckland for the first
time. Surveys undertaken at Newcastle Airport showed that most
people flying the route were making only their first or second visit
to New Zealand.
“These direct flights have been instrumental in enhancing
opportunities for business exchange and building connections
with our neighbours across the Tasman,” said Dr Cock.

“We recently partnered with the Hunter Business Chamber to
send a regional delegation of business leaders to Auckland to
strengthen ties between the two cities and establish business
opportunities. We hope it’s the start of a prosperous relationship.”
Tourism industry leaders from the Newcastle, Port Stephens
and the Hunter Valley also collaborated to provide a unified
representation of the Greater Hunter Region in the New Zealand
market.
“New Zealand is Australia’s second largest inbound international
HBR Enviro Feature
market and the direct flights allowed the region to capture a
1/2 ” said
page
advert
greater share of this significant market,
Dr Cock.

Hazmat is Celebrating 10 Years of
Extraordinary Partnerships with our
Clients, Team and our Community.
Thank you for your support.

OHS | WASTE | ENVIRONMENT

 Asbestos and Hazardous Materials Surveys
 Asbestos Monitoring and Analysis (NATA Accredited)
 Asbestos and Hazardous Materials Management Plans
 Licenced Asbestos Assessors
 Asbestos Awareness Training
 Occupational Hygiene Monitoring and Assessment
 Chemical and Hazardous Substances Consulting
 Indoor Air Quality Assessments
 Environmental Site Assessments
 Environmental Monitoring
 Contaminated Land Management
 Development and Execution of Remediation Strategies
 Soil and Waste Classifications

Level 1, 45c Fitzroy Street, Carrington NSW l w w w . h a z m a t - s e r v i c e s . c o m . au
E . a d m i n @ h a z m a t - s e r v i c e s . c o m . a u l T. 02 4961 1887 F. 02 4969 5887
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HBR business news
Real Talk Movement launched in Hunter
On 25 February, Butter Fish Services launched its Real Talk
Movement, an initiative that aims to encourage other providers
to have authentic conversations about the way they can best
support people to reach their NDIS goals.
CEO Don MacAskill said that Real Talk was about putting people
at the centre of the process as much as possible.
“Real Talk is about removing barriers, being accessible,
understanding our clients’ needs and supporting them with
skilled people who can really add value and help them achieve
goals,” Don said.
“In July 2013, the Hunter region became the trial site for the NDIS.
We are now six years on and less than 3% of people have moved from
their incumbent providers. You could argue that is because people are
happy with their current plan and its delivery. The reality is that many
clients aren’t happy and they do not know that they have a choice.
They can have one or multiple providers,” Don said.
“The sector has been hugely disrupted and frankly it has
struggled with the transition. NDIS was designed to provide
participants with real choice and control. It was also designed to
encourage the sector to be more innovative. Small independent
providers now need to lead the way to bring about changes and
help facilitate real choice and control for NDIS clients.”
“It’s about putting the client at the centre of the process by
meeting them in their homes, listening to their stories, learning
about what’s important to them and their primary support
networks, along with understanding what’s working for them and
what’s not. It’s about the client choosing who they want to work
with. This means not just focusing on the fun stuff it’s very much
about doing the hard work and most importantly, celebrating
their achievements no matter how large or small,” he said.

After working in the sector for more than 20 years, Don
MacAskill established Butter Fish Services three years ago because
he wanted to create change in a sector that is not delivering for
its people
“Butter Fish Services is about ensuring that our clients are at
the centre of everything we do by being different. At Butter
Fish we have a team of people who we call capacity builders.
These people are highly skilled and specialise in being able to
breakdown our clients’ goals and work out the best possible way
for our clients to achieve the outcomes they want.” Don said.
The Real Talk Movement campaign was developed after the
team at Butter Fish Services spoke to dozens of people of all ages
and abilities about what real meant to them. In a short Vox pop
video, people talked about their opinion of real. These thoughts
embody the Butter Fish way.

Storing your
records safely offsite

Same day
return service
Ask
about our
FREE
box offer!

HUNTER DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT - 4952 7777
www.hunterdoc.com.au
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New logo for a
new city
Newcastle Art Gallery,
Civic Theatre, Blackbutt
Reserve and other city
jewels have been united
under a new corporate logo to reflect Newcastle's revitalisation
and ensure Novocastrians are aware of the assets they collectively
own.
A multi-coloured ‘N’, the main feature of the new City of
Newcastle logo, was inspired by the emergence of a new city and
designed to promote its growing appeal to tourists.
“All of our facilities and services will be united under a single
banner that Novocastrians can be proud of,” Lord Mayor Nuatali
Nelmes said at the launch.
“The new ‘N’ logo bears seven colours in a simple yet effective
design that encapsulates Newcastle as an emerging global city.
The ripple effect represents water, as a strong symbol and shared
connection across our coastal city. The vibrant palette captures
the beauty of Newcastle’s natural environment and represents the
city’s bright outlook.
“The look proudly complements our highly successful Newcastle
‘See Change’ destination brand. The two will often feature side by
side as we work to deliver services and facilities to Newcastle as
well as promote the city as a destination.
"Through consultation with our community for our Newcastle
2030 Strategic Plan, we found that our coastline was an important
element to the Newcastle region and our fresh brand reflects this.”
Research undertaken last year found around half of all
Novocastrians weren’t aware Blackbutt Reserve, Fort Scratchley,
the Civic Theatre, Newcastle Museum or Newcastle Art Gallery
were City of Newcastle facilities.

WE WANT TO
HEAR ABOUT
YOUR NE WS!

4925 7760
w w w. H B R m a g. co m . a u
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An updated, more contemporary logo was needed, the Lord
Mayor said, a quarter of a century after the Civic Fountain motif
replaced a coat of arms bearing two seagulls.
CEO Jeremy Bath said he expected the new brand would
engender a greater sense of city pride and ownership following
its gradual roll out.
“We’ve brought together elements such as our affinity for water
into a functional design that is bold and instantly recognisable,”
Mr Bath said.
“And with our in-house design team partnering with local creative
agency Headjam in a co-design capacity, along with some in-kind
support from the agency, we were able to minimise the spend
without compromising the result. This assistance to develop the
design for our organisation, and all facilities cost just under $50,000.
"With the foundation design work done, we can start a
12-month implementation phase.
“While we intend to roll the brand out in a timely fashion, we
won’t be replacing our 25-year-old brand overnight. We’ll start by
replacing existing signage on our big-ticket items, like prominent
sites and cultural facilities, before progressively rolling-out any
new signage when it’s due for replacement under our routine
signage renewal work.”
The timing of the brand refresh coincides with the City’s
administrative move, from three separate Civic precinct buildings
to a single office block in the City’s new CBD in Newcastle West.

Scholarship gold for two local
TAFE NSW students

Two local TAFE NSW students were recognised for their learning
excellence and potential at the Trevor Drayton Scholarship
Foundation awards presentation held at Carrington Place
Restaurant & Bar held in February.
TAFE NSW Hamilton students Hayley Waterhouse and Giang
Tram were awarded $2500 each towards achieving their career
dreams. Two weeks ago Hayley became a fully-qualified pastry chef
thanks to her studies and Euro Patisserie apprenticeship, while Giang
is now studying a Diploma in Hospitality Management.
The scholarships are awarded annually in conjunction with the
Hunter TAFE Foundation, a not-for-profit charitable organisation
working with Hunter region businesses, education providers and
community leaders committed to helping students achieve their
goals.
Hunter TAFE Foundation president Gary Webb said, “The
Foundation is proud to work with the Trevor Drayton Scholarship
Fund committee in assisting it to manage donation efforts that
support the ambitions of Hunter region residents working and
studying in the food, wine and hospitality industries.”
“Anyone who has been a student understands the difference
a significant amount of money can make towards career
progression, and the Trevor Drayton Scholarship delivers that.
Hayley and Giang are now a number of steps ahead in achieving
their goals in their chosen occupations.
“That two students from TAFE NSW Hamilton – a site that
features a student-operated cafeteria and restaurant – were
recognised in this way, speaks volumes of the talent produced
locally through TAFE NSW.”
Trevor Drayton Scholarship Fund spokesperson Peter Drayton
said, “What began as a group of friends wishing to create
an award to honour the memory of my brother, a talented
winemaker, is now an important initiative in fostering local talent
in the wine, food and hospitality industries. With our scholarships
we give local people a boost to achieving their career goals and
we support them through our many industry connections.”
“We were impressed with the comprehensive scholarship
submissions provided by Hayley and Giang, who show great
commitment and consistency in applying themselves to the food
and hospitality industries. We wish them all the very best with
their continued journey and hope to see them achieve well into
the future.”

NEED A BREAK?
Some advantages to a sun holiday are:
• There are no lessons required to know how to chill on a
beach either swimming, taking in the sun or drinking cocktails.
• A lot less bulky clothing to pack. No need for those thermals
and insulated jacket.
• The sun is a great way to soak in some vitamin D.
• There is a larger variety of activities to choose from.

Sun or

Jason Duncan
Maddison Mawhinney

When deciding where you would like to go for your break away
from work, you need to take into account the activities you would
like to enjoy during this time, as some activities are seasonal.
A lot of vacation activities rely on the right type of weather. If
you want to snow board/ski or just build a snow man, you are
going to need cold snow covered slopes. If you want a tropical or
safari type holiday you are going to need sun and warm weather.
This is where your holiday destination comes into play. The
right country can provided the right attributes for your holiday.
For example Australia and New Zealand are great for both winter
and summer holidays when it comes to outdoor activities (New
Zealand is a bit better for snow). Whereas Japan and Canada are
great for winter activities, while Fiji, the Maldives and Africa are
good for summer ones.
You also need to decide the appropriate time of year for your
holiday. Snow lovers may choose to escape the heat of the
Australian summer and head to a European winter, whilst those
who favour the warmer months may prefer to avoid the cold of
winter by heading to Tanzania for a big game safari. Though, not
everyone can choose when they can take time off for a holiday, so
this may instead help you choose the destination.
There are advantages and disadvantages to both sun and snow
holidays.

Some advantages to a snow holiday are:
• There is the option to snow board/ski or build that snow man.
• You have the chance to warm up next to a fire with a stiff
drink or hot chocolate.
• Snow skiing/boarding is a great way to improve balance
and coordination without even realising it.
• Less likely to get sunburnt with all that clothing.
For more information contact Jason on 49257760 or email
jason@hbrmag.com.au

Snow?
Jason Duncan is the Content
Manager at the Hunter Business
Review and an avid traveller.

TAKE A BREAK, RELAX & UNWIND AT MOBYS BEACHSIDE RETREAT
All this just 90 minutes from Newcastle

PHONE - (02) 6591 0000 WWW.MOBYS.COM.AU
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Did you know it won’t cost you more
to book through a travel agent?
What can Jayes Travel help you with?
PERSONAL HOLIDAYS - from a weekend away to luxury holiday
CORPORATE TRAVEL - take the stress and time out of planning staff travel
TRAVEL INSURANCE - mention HBR by 31 May for a 25% discount
GROUP AND CONFERENCE TRAVEL - including team bonding travel

Before you press ‘go’ on a faceless online company, why not
consult with people who live and breathe the travel industry.

Hunter Street Mall (corner of Hunter and Thorn St, Newcastle NSW 2300)

1300 891 100

|

www.jayestravel.com.au

Let’s talk
with....

Sean S canlon

1. In a few words tell us about your current role.
I am the CEO of the Catholic Diocese of Maitland-Newcastle. My role is
to manage the many and varied activities of the Diocese on behalf of the
Bishop. The Diocese is one of the largest non-government organisations
in the region, employing over 3,500 staff, complemented by a multitude
of volunteers. Our work spans across multiple agencies including the
Catholic Schools Office, which incorporates 59 schools, Catholic Care
Social Services, St Nicholas Early Education Centres and OOSH services,
Zimmerman Services and the Development and Relief Agency (DARA)
- all of which continue to experience growth, as well as 39 parishes and
an affordable housing portfolio. I endeavour to support my colleagues
by creating a safe and positive workplace culture that is underpinned
by efficient practices and empowers them to innovate, collaborate and
provide exceptional services for the community.

2. How have you reached this point in your professional life?
Growing up if I was not at school you’d often find me working alongside
my brothers and parents in one of our family businesses, which included
service stations and newsagencies. This experience fostered a solid bond
with my family, instilled a strong work ethic, an appreciation of the value
of money and an understanding of the importance of strategic business
operations. Beyond school and after a year living as a Rotary exchange
student in South Africa, I obtained a Bachelor of Commerce from the
University of Newcastle and started working during ‘the recession
we had to have’ for Blackwoods. I continued to study and obtained a
second qualification as an accountant, which led to extraordinary work
opportunities in the finance sector. I spent over a decade working in
investment banks in countries all around the world. During this period
I held various positions including Global Finance Business Manager for
UBS. I worked with very senior people and gained a lot insight, watching
them through their highs and lows including the Global Financial Crisis.
I returned to Newcastle in 2008, briefly working in legal practice before
joining the Diocese. My role has evolved over the past nine years and,
although I never expected I would be employed by the church, overall
it has been a great place to work with boundless opportunities to serve.
Admittedly there have been significant challenges, including dealing with
historic abuse within the church, which have taken an emotional toll.
However, I am buoyed by the positive outcomes we’ve worked diligently
to achieve in recent times including the expansion of our social services,
relief work and in the education sector - and I look forward to delivering
new initiatives with the aim of empowering local communities.
3. When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
Spending time with my family is when I’m my happiest, even if it’s just
going for a bike ride together. We also enjoy travelling and always seem
to find a vineyard wherever we go. A bonus is if we stumble across a golf
course! I have had a long involvement with athletics and was Chairman of
the Athletics NSW board for five years. That has eased off a bit, but I am
still involved with the Fearnley Dawes Athletics Field at National Park.
4. Where do you find inspiration?
From a work perspective, I have been lucky to meet some amazing
people through my travels. I have not had one single person who I
look to; however, I try to pick up a little from all the people I have met.
I’ve been particularly grateful to previous employers who identified
opportunities for career progression and encouraged me to pursue them.
Working within the Catholic church I see so many people who have
dedicated their lives to others, and that is humbling. In the same vein my
grandfather, like many of my family members, prioritised helping others
and was awarded Cessnock Citizen of the Year as a result. He was a great
role model and I have been inspired to follow in his footsteps.
5. What advice would you give to someone just starting out in your
field?
It’s difficult to narrow it down to just one piece of advice, so here are a
few adages that I live by and have served me well:
• Say yes to the opportunities
• Commit to continuous self- improvement
• Never give up, forget where you are from or who you are
• Be curious; and
• Don’t be afraid to argue for what you believe
6. What’s something most people don’t know about you?
I appeared on the TV quiz show, Sale of the Century. Although I fared
alright, I’d still consider it one of the most embarrassing things I have ever
done and definitely worth the laugh.
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7. How would you like to see the Hunter evolve over the next decade?
This question excites me! My ultimate hope is that Newcastle becomes a
world-class city that attracts and retains bright young minds that will innovate
and invigorate our existing industries including tertiary education, medical
research, exports and defence, as well as pursue new opportunities that will
diversify our business capabilities and attract overseas investment. Big picture
ideas include attracting more knowledge-based industries and businesses
- let’s get Jack Ma to set up a base here instead of Melbourne! Also, wouldn’t
it be great if we incentivised tech businesses to come to the region and be
Australia’s answer to Silicon Valley? Finally, I firmly believe there is space to
grow our local tertiary education options - and I’d like to think that one day
there may be a Catholic university here. In the more immediate future, I’d like
to see a vibrant night-life in Newcastle during the week, which comes with
thriving business in the city. I think the transformation of the western end of
Hunter Street will be integral to achieving this and, therefore, I would like to see
the area occupied as a business hub rather than by residential developments.
8. What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/bar?
My top pick is Muse in Pokolbin. Closer to home I’m a fan of Subo,
Reserve and Mason.
9. Are you reading anything at the moment?
I usually have a number of books going at once. On the nightstand at
present is East of Eden by John Steinbeck; The Power of Habit, by Charles
Duhigg; Standpoints by Svend Brinkman; and Korea by Australian author
Michael Pembroke.
10. Do you have a favourite sport or team?
I’m an enthusiastic Knights’ fan. The 1997 Grand Final was an experience
to remember, so when the boys landed a position in the 2001 Grand Final
a few years later, I made a special trip home from Tokyo to cheer them on.
Having grown up in Cessnock with some of the guys from that era, you
feel a connection.
11. What’s the best line from a film you’ve ever heard?
“If you believe the purpose of life is to serve yourself, then you have no
purpose" - Paul Blart, Mall Cop.
A close second would have to be “What we've got here is failure to
communicate” from the movie Cool Hand Luke.
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We thank the following organisations for
sponsoring #HunterInnovate and supporting
innovation in our region.

The University of Newcastle
www.newcastle.edu.au

Hunter Water
www.hunterwater.com.au

Ampcontrol
www.ampcontrolgroup.com

Glencore
www.glencore.com.au

F O S TE R I N G A UST RA LIA ’S BEST A ND
BRI G H TE S T I NN OVA T O RS
Half a century of pushing the innovation envelope continues
to propel Ampcontrol as they look to foster the best and
brightest engineering minds from across Australia.
Thomas Steigler, a previous industry placement student
and now Graduate Engineer with Ampcontrol will present his
findings around computer-aided engineering (CAE) at the
Engineers Australia Mining Electrical and Mining Mechanical
Engineering Society (MEMMES) on March 22 at the Maitland
City Bowling Club.
Titled “Applications of CAE in Mining” this will be Thomas’
second speaking engagement, with his first co-authored paper
with Ampcontrol’s Group Engineering Manager Dr Ian Webster
on “Reliable referencing for fixed and machine mounted gas
detectors” delivered at the Coal 2019 Conference.
Reflecting on previous final year placement students,
Ampcontrol’s Group Engineering Manager Dr Ian Webster
said, “we’re in a wonderful position to have the breadth of
knowledge in our teams here at Ampcontrol to support a range
of research projects that are both interesting for final year
students while having tangible outcomes for the industries that
we work with.”
“Thomas’s work in CAE and looking at fluid dynamics in
particular, has influenced our understanding across a range
of areas including flameproof measurements and the impact
equipment design can have around the most efficient ways to
measure gas,” he said.
Ampcontrol is now being proactively approached by
Universities and students to support industry placements that
look to tackle real industry problems, demonstrating that
innovation is a driving factor for this Hunter based success story.

Ampcontrol’s newest Graduate Engineers pictured with with Group
Engineering Manager Ian Webster - Daniel Montinari, Ian Webster,
Thomas Steigler, Jordan Parrott and Liam Crow.

Looking to launch your
Engineering career?
CASUAL ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Does working on cutting edge, one of a kind projects
like this interest you? Connect with us to check out
our Undergraduate Engineering opportunites

ampcontrolgroup.com/careers
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#HunterInnovate
AN ARTISTIC APPROACH TO
INNOVATION
Gillian Hewitt
Imaginaturalist
Imaginaturalists is an innovative education program which
explores the concepts of science through the creative means
of artistic expression.
Gillian Hewitt founded the program with a strong desire to see
children learn by engaging creatively with the world at their
own doorstep. “Taking the time to observe the details around
us allows children to slow down and see that the world is a
complex place full off fine details, patterns and processes that
are largely overlooked in our busy modern lives”
Gillian delivers a variety of programs in schools over the
course of a school terms. She guides the children through
an introduction to scientific concepts such as observation,
inference, experimental design and communication. These
concepts are learnt through a variety of engaging creative
activities.
”Drawing is the best way of seeing “says Gillian. When you
are asked to draw something, you are forced to look closely
at all the details that contribute to the nature of that object.
When you engage creatively with a project the objective
is not just the outcome. Drawing is about the process, it is a
discipline. Even if the final product is not art gallery quality,
the learning which occurs during this process is deep and
embedded. Doodles, diagrams, mud maps all contribute to our
understanding of concepts.
Imaginaturalists is a STEM approach with a twist. Rather than
proposing that art is the” A” in STEAM, Gillian argues that

art and creativity are the main tools used to communicate
science. Imagine trying to understand the concepts of the tilt
and rotation of our planet through the solar system without
pictures! Imagine a doctor explaining the location and
function of your kidneys without a diagram!
Imaginaturalists engages children with their own environment
and asks them to use their super powers of observation to see
what them is around. Many great advances in science and
technology have begun with simple observations and the
ability to ask the important questions. “Why is that like that”?
What happened to make that do that do that”?
In this modern age, education tends to be instant. Almost
any information is available at the touch of a button. Gillian
believes that the ‘investment’ required in achieving an
outcome should be a part of training our future scientists. The
enhanced confidence that is seen in children when they try
and try again and achieve something that they didn’t feel was
possible flows over into all areas of their education.
Elizabeth Cantwell, Principal of Lochinvar Public School
says “Imaginaturalists provides learning experiences that
capture the student’s imagination and inspire them to explore
their creativity through science, art, critical thinking and
mathematics. Students engage with curiosity, optimism and
a passion for driving their own learning through individualised
opportunities to be creative thinkers”.
You can view some of the education outcomes from
Imaginaturalists at www.imaginaturalists.com.au as well as on
Facebook and Instagram.
Gillian Hewitt has a Bachelor of Science
(Honours) from the University of Sydney and
a Bachelor of Natural History Illustration from
the University of Newcastle for which she was
awarded a Faculty Medal from the Faculty of
Education and Arts.

Science and art become one at
Heart Open
Emily Wind
Open Hart

We have assisted more than 200 business
customers to identify water savings in excess of
1.2 billion litres, through initiatives including installing
efficient fixtures, finding hidden leaks, and providing
alternate water solutions.
Let us help you love water. Find out more at
hunterwater.com/lovewater
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It’s not often that people talk about science and the arts
together. One is based on facts, academia and hypotheses,
whilst the other is subjective and completely open to
interpretation. However, when we diversify our thinking and
bring these two seemingly opposite disciplines together,
innovation begins to take place.
Heart Open is a female-focused event in Newcastle that
celebrates the creative talents of people in the Hunter.
Traditionally, each event starts with an open mic section,
and then moves onto a selection of female and non-binary
performers who recite poetry, dance, tell jokes, paint, sing,
and more. The performers each take part in a Q&A where they
share the secrets of their journey, their creative processes and
what inspires them.
Heart Open recently began incorporating science into
their typically arts-focused events. Starting in September
2018 with their CrackX event, featured artists paired up with
local academics to develop unique science-inspired art
works and performances. This included a burlesque dancer
with a herpetologist, a poet with a fertility researcher, and
an installation artist with a cancer researcher. Heart Open’s

#HunterInnovate
founders both work in different fields, Alex Morris as a poet/
spoken word performance artist, and Chloe Warren as a
science communicator, so this makes the merging of the two
disciplines even more organic.
The collaboration between arts and science doesn’t stop
there, as Heart Open returned in February this year with its
‘Summer of Science’ event in collaboration with the Newcastle
Museum. The night saw dynamic duo Dawn Laird and Heather
Stevens, a rapper and a climate scientist, rap about harsh
climate truths and the link between rising temperatures, biology
and crime. Another collaborative duo were junior doctors
Isabel and Camille, who used music, spoken word, body paint
and hooping to demonstrate the process of circulation.
The performances not only inspired the audience creatively
but taught them information in an engaging, accessible way.
The 2-minute climate rap contained PhD level research, but
was presented in a way that those who’ve never studied
science could understand. Similarly, the doctor’s portrayal of
circulation turned something as routine as oxygenation into a
beautiful work of art to be appreciated in a new way.
Almost any two disciplines can be brought together for
innovative results. Always keep an open mind, and search for
opportunities to broaden your field and present information in
new, diverse ways.
Heart Open, which is supported by the Hunter Writer’s Centre,
will be returning on 6 March 6 at The Clarendon as part of
International Women’s Week. They will also be holding an event
on 16 May as part of the Hunter Innovation Festival. You can
follow them on Facebook at ‘Heart Open’ or on Instagram @
her_art_open for all the information.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD
CO-FOUNDER (AND WHERE TO
FIND THEM)

So if you're a solo-founder with an idea or a startup, where do
you find a Co-founder like Pete? Well, they don’t come to you.
You have to actively look for them.
Here’s three recommendations when you're looking for a cofounder:
1. Think about the qualities and skills you need in a cofounder, then go through your contacts list. Invite suitable
people over for a meal and show them your idea. You're
looking for enthusiasm, don't settle for 'yeah I guess I can
help'. That won't cut it.
2. Physically attend meetups. You might find a hyperpumped person looking for a new project. You may
even be able to get up and chat to the meetup
group you're attending. Newystartups is the best meetup
group (although I'm unashamedly biased) for meeting
people interested in startups. We're running a 'Co-Founder
Speed Dating' event later this year so stay tuned. Specific
meetup groups exist if you know exactly what you need
(e.g. NewcastleJS - Javascript meetup group).
3. Get visible. Post in relevant online communities, on your
personal LinkedIn page. There's generally a Facebook or
Meetup page for anything you need, you've just got to
get it out there.
Follow @newystartups for updates on upcoming events,
opportunities, and feel free to post there if you're looking for a
co-founder.
Harry Balding is the Co-Founder of Compliance Fox,
an automated reporting system providing intelligent
compliance insights for medium businesses. Reach
him at harry@compliancefox.com or
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harrybalding/

Harry Balding
Compliance Fox
In October 2016, Newystartups held the inaugural Hunter
Pitchfest 2016. Eight founders pitched, a few took home prizes.
Shout-out to Dave Puxty and Sahil Harriram if you're reading.
Some of the startups who pitched on the evening are still alive!
That may sound tongue-in-cheek, but launching a startup
is hard. It's even harder to keep them alive long enough to
become cash-flow positive.
There are many important elements to master when building
a good startup; building a good product; a solid business
model; financial frugality; an energised team and that’s just to
start with. All of these elements are really tough to get right.
I'd argue that after the cardinal rule of startups (Paul
Graham's famous motto - 'build something people want'), the
next most important thing is a good Co-Founder.
A good Co-Founder is one who you like working extremely
hard with, who creates (and/or buys-into) the shared vision of
the company, and who is skilled in at least one aspect of the
business or product you want to build. They're also someone
you can disagree with, over and over, and still enjoy working
with.
On that night in October 2016, I met my Co-Founder, Pete. He
was pitching a different project he was working on at the time.
Like a true Product guy, he pitched the software well,
passionately, and didn't feel very comfortable pitching. Pete
didn't win a prize on the night, but if prizes were awarded
solely on Founder quality, he'd take home first prize in every
competition he pitches in.
We caught up after the awards ceremony, had a beer and
the rest is history. We started tinkering together in mid-2017, and
after a few false starts, we founded Compliance Fox (www.
compliancefox.com) in mid-2018.
At the risk of sounding like I'm in love with the guy, Pete is the
perfect co-founder: skilled in areas where I'm not, determined,
honest, and hyper-smart. (Also shout-out to my partner Louisa - I
love you).

Proud to be
part of the
Hunter’s coal
mining tradition.

www.glencore.com.au
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HUNTER INNOVATION FESTIVAL 2019

Christina Gerakiteys
UtopiaX
Convergence and Divergence
There are no guarantees in innovation, business or life. In the
innovation arena we have been discussing how the rate of
change has been accelerating exponentially, that Moore’s
Law (computer capability doubling every two years) is broken,
that it’s reached its upper limit. In other circles discussions are
centred on the fact that Moore’s Law is slowing. There are
multiple arguments for both.
In Quantum Computing we no longer discuss power in terms
of 10 bits. That figure is now 100 bits. A Quantum computer is
simultaneously operating computer memory and computer
processing. In easy terms, things can be done faster on a
quantum computer using less energy.
We now find a constant in change itself.
We are living during a time where anything is possible. What
our grandparents thought of as impossible and science fiction,
has now become habitual. How did we ever communicate
and do business pre mobile phone?
Things that were considered ‘high value’ are becoming
demonetised. In 2001 the human genome was sequenced for
$100M. It’s predicted soon it will cost $100 and be available in
an hour. A flight to Europe is comparable today to what it was
twenty years ago.
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There’s more money and more experimentation occurring
in most industries. Combine technology, talent and funding
and the only question is, do you give yourself permission to be
audacious enough to smash the glass ceiling on possibility to
solve any problem?
Entrepreneurs are individuals who find problems and solve
them. This hasn’t changed for centuries. The resources we
can now access to assist us in solving these problems has
increased. Exponentially.
The way technology is defined is changing. In 2019
exponential technologies include AI, robotics, blockchain,
computations, sensors, 3D printers, augmented reality, virtual
reality, synthetic biology and more.
Connectivity is about to blow out. At present there are 3.6
billion people around the globe on the internet. In the next
two years that is expected to double.
We have experienced times of convergence and
divergence. Even they are melding. What is certain is that
the merging of different types of technologies is creating
exponential advancements.
We have moved on from defining an era as either Divergent
or Convergent. The greatest rate of change will now happen
as we converge our once diverged technical capabilities.
When you combine brain sensors with robotics and virtual
reality, you have quadriplegics who can now take their first
steps.
It's all very exciting. Or frightening. Depending on how you
want to see it. Or experience it.
What does this mean for the Hunter? And what does it mean
for the Hunter Innovation Festival?
The Hunter Innovation Festival is converging with the Hunter
iF project. It appears the synchronicity in the names and initials
of our organisations is purposeful. We are looking at greater
collaboration in our region and greater connectivity. The
festival is being injected with much needed funds and moves
from a totally volunteer driven model to one where there
is a paid coordinator to maximise reach and collaborative
opportunities.
Join us May 6 – 18. To be totally corny, there’s something
for everyone. It matters not what age you are, what your
interests are, whether you prefer to observe or to be hands
on or vocal. This festival is a celebration and a showcase
of our collaborative efforts to ensure our innovators and
entrepreneurs, our teams and intrapreneurs have made a
difference and have impacted our community and the world
for good.
For further information contact Christina on 0425 236 156,
email christina@utopiax.global or visit www.utopiax.global
Christina Gerakiteys is the Founder
of UtopiaX and Co Ambassador of
SingularityU Australia. She is a change
catalyst and instigator of Moonshot
Ideation. Christina opens hearts and
minds, inspiring impossible to possible.
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Creating a
smart city
City of Newcastle’s Smart City Strategy is embracing
innovation and enabling the city to operate more
efficiently and sustainably.
We’re stimulating the local economy by
attracting new business, increasing digital
engagement and encouraging the use
of active transport as part of a leading
multi-modal network.
Through productivity-boosting sensors in
infrastructure, smart lighting poles with WiFi,
and a wholesale embrace of solar energy,
we’re making Newcastle an internationally
renowned smart city.
Integral to our success are partnerships with
business, industry, the tertiary sector and
government stakeholders.
Get an update from our Smart City team at
the upcoming Hunter Innovation Festival.
To find out more about our award-winning*
strategy, visit our website

newcastle.nsw.gov.au

3635FEB2019

*City of Newcastle’s 2017 vision won the “Best Smart City Strategy”
at the 2018 SmartCitiesCouncil’s Australia & New Zealand awards
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Connecting is key
Emily Davies O'Sullivan
Stephanie Moscovis
Idea Bombing Newcastle
There is no use-by-date on a good connection.
Innovation is the action of processing a good idea that has
impact. To see a good idea come to fruition there must be
good timing, a little luck and good people along the way.
Meeting the right people is a game changer and can mean
the difference between making it or not.
Over the past five years, while running Idea Bombing
Newcastle, we have intentionally facilitated opportunities
for our audience to connect. We actually see it as the key
indicator of success at each event. Over the past three years,
the significance of connecting has been driven home by our
involvement in the Hunter Innovation Festival. We host events
where people have the opportunity to connect, so much so,
that they are often reluctant to leave. These new connections
were essential for exchanging ideas.
Why? Despite the advancement of technology, the best way
to meet new people and have a meaningful conversation is
face to face. It is how trust is built and is still the best method for
information exchange. The importance of these type
of connections for our local innovation network was
acknowledged in the iF Project Report 2017.
The report was designed as a plan to unite, scale and
champion the Hunter’s growing innovation ecosystem into
a world-class, sustainable model, attracting entrepreneurs,
investors and industry to the region, thus diversifying its

Searching high and
low to unearth the
Hunter’s local tech
innovators.

Discovering innovators across NSW
Powered by the Business Centre, Start House is a not for profit, nonequity accelerator model that prepares emerging innovators for stage-a
and stage-b investment.
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economy. One of the key findings and actions of the report
was the central need to provide connectivity.
The actions relating specifically to addressing connectivity
were stated as follows:
Connectivity to support mentors, funding, opportunities; and
connectivity of activity, programs, events and organisations
across the Hunter. There are a number of activities that could
meet this need all of which can be actioned immediately:
● Develop an online ‘intelligent’ connection tool and website
(which can be developed as part of a current NCC funded
project)
● Deliver a monthly connection event, with short pitching,
rotated to different event spaces each month (which can
be achieved by working with currently planned events)
● Find Champion Connectors from across the ecosystem who
are willing to form a network of connectors.
In acknowledgment of these recommendations, the Hunter
Innovation Festival has taken the bold new step of introducing
a new Champion Connector role to the festival organisation
team.
This person will facilitate new connections between festival
attendees and organisations inside and out of the innovation
network.
The intention is to promote and encourage increased
connectivity between festival attendees who require mentoring
or advice, with other festival attendees with the skills to assist
them.
The Champion Connector will take on a facilitation role,
assisting Hunter iF to leverage the opportunities to enable
greater participation in the local innovation ecosystem.
Next time you are wondering about technology replacing
human connectivity, observe the buzz in the room when
people are in proximity. Technology provides us with incredible
and remarkable options, but there’s still nothing like being in
the room.
Join us and be in our rooms during the Hunter Innovation
Festival. We look forward to connecting.
The iF Project Report can be found on the Hunter if website at
hunterif.com.au
Emily Davies O'Sullivan and Stephanie Moscovis are the
Co-founders of Idea Bombing Newcastle, running pop up
events focused on collaboration, networking, education
and empowerment. They have also been involved in the
organising of the Hunter Innovation Festival for the past
three years.

Where do innovators come from?
The answer is … your backyard.
Start-ups are sometimes portrayed as shining beacons
located on the 15th floor of a city high rise. In reality, they
are most likely starting their journey with a brilliant idea and
lots of hard work in a granny flat or garage around the
corner from you. Both Steve Jobs and Bill Gates had humble
beginnings. Their greatness simply started with an idea and
the will to see it through.
The Business Centre has been supporting businesses for 34
years. We understand what it means to go through the hard
yards to turn an idea into a successful business. That’s why
we have developed the Start House accelerator program.
Start House, powered by the Business Centre, helps
aspiring founders with a novel technology innovation gain
all the essential tools, connections and experience to see
their idea succeed.
We don’t discriminate as to where you have come from,
your level of education or where you are located. We don’t
take equity. We are here to help you see your idea turn into
a reality.
To learn more about Start House or to apply to be part of
the program visit thebusinesscentre.com.au or call
(02) 4925 7700.
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I2N leading the way for local
innovators
It’s impossible to pigeonhole 23-year-old Jaffly Chen. He’s just
started working as a junior doctor in Orange, and when he’s
not seeing patients he might be overseas in Boston for MIT/
Harvard Healthcare Innovation Bootcamp. Or, he might be
consulting for behavioural health startup tech Perx. He was
born and bred in Sydney, but he graduated with a Bachelor
of Medicine from the University of New England/University of
Newcastle Joint Medical Program.
During his undergraduate at UON, he studied in Gosford and
Maitland, while regularly taking advantage of opportunities at
the University’s Newcastle City campus. He also studied abroad
in the States and Europe.
Jaffly is a prestigious Westpac Scholar, and he’s just been
accepted for a duel Master’s degree in public health and
health management at the University of New South Wales.
To call him a go getter wouldn’t do him justice.
A variety of factors have led him to where he is. He has
a supportive family, he’s always pursued his interests and
he’s benefitted so much from the University of Newcastle’s
Integrated Innovation Network (I2N).
He grew up in a Chinese family, and his parents were typical
in that they traditionally pushed for the best in their kids.
“I was lucky because my parents supported me regardless,
but I did attend a monoculture school where most of the
students also had an Asian background. My interest in
technology was definitely around building computers and
understanding how they work. But, at least when I was in high
school, I didn’t feel a lot of students were encouraged to study
STEM or technology,” he says.
In his culture, a career in the medical industry was seen as a
more sustainable option.
He believes he had a fairly sheltered upbringing, so once
he entered the medicine world he couldn’t believe how
many different perspectives there were. He couldn’t get
enough. Not only was he keen to stay on top of technological
advancements, but also he was excited to collaborate with
different people and learn about new ideas.
Last year, along with being a student, he became involved
with the I2N, beginning with a hackathon in 2018.
The I2N New Futures Hackathon is held annually at the
University’s NeW Space city campus over two days, coinciding
with the Hunter Innovation Festival. Over those two days,
participants have the opportunity to learn from experts and
technical mentors before embarking on the ten hour “hack” to
harness their ideas into a viable, technological solution.
“Hackathon’ can have a negative connotation because of the
word ‘hack’ in it. To me hacking is about enabling people to come
together at an event to ideate and build solutions that are solving
problems in the world today that they are passionate about.
Usually they present to a panel of judges,” he says. “Our team was
made up of five people and we only had one coder.”
Jaffly’s team was made up of hackathon first-timers and they
were presented with the Rising Star Award.
For this particular hackathon, the focus was around aged
care. Industry experts presented the implications of the world’s
ageing population, with health systems predicted to face an
array of challenges to meet an increasing demand for aged
care health services.
Jaffly found his world getting bigger after the New Futures
Hackathon. He began chatting more with the supportive and
friendly I2N staff and attending monthly networking events like
Join the Dots.
Eventually Jaffly decided to put some of his ideas to the test
and enrolled in the I2N’s entry level program for people curious
about startups. Entrepreneurship101 is a five-week course that
focuses on the development of entrepreneurial mindset and
startup fundamentals.
“That was really useful in learning the basics of
entrepreneurship and design thinking,” he says. “The course
was professional, but not formal.”
Being online meant that Jaffly could dip in and out of the
course in his own time during the week. Building on his new skills,
Jaffly found himself at the University’s Enterprise+Innovation

Week Business Pitch Competition. This is where people typically
pitch a business idea, but Jaffly pitched two. Both were
accepted! One pitch was to create something similar to an
Airbnb but for temporary doctors which would help lower
transaction costs and increase trust between professionals. The
other idea was rewarding people for their healthy habits.
It was at this time that Jaffly came across Perx.
“The only reason I made that connection with Perx was
because one of the judges was involved with them. If that
connection hadn’t been made, then maybe I wouldn’t be
doing what I’m doing now,” he says.
These are only a few examples of his career trajectory, and
he’s got big plans and a stack of work on the horizon. He’s so
passionate about so many things that it’s hard for him to narrow
down his future.
He hypothesises an ideal situation down the road.
“I want to be somewhere in rural Australia working on bridging
the unjust health gap with a focus on how technology and
innovation in Asia can help us. I want to continue being an
avid collaborator and one day mentor those who have been
my position to give back to everyone who have been so
instrumental in encouraging and supporting me as I grow as a
leader in this space," he says.
It appears that despite Jaffly’s wide ranging interests, he’s
already somehow heading in the direction of his dreams. He’s
taking every opportunity that comes his way, and he’s not
slowing down any time soon.
The I2N New Futures Hackathon 2019 will take place at NeW
Space on 10-11 May. For more information go to
newcastle.edu.au/hackathon. Entrepreneurship101
commences 6 May. For more information go to
newcastle.edu.au/e101.
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Is the region an innovation
leader?
- Dr Anthea Bill, Lead Economist, HRF Centre

How does the Hunter region rank in the business innovation
stakes?
The HRF Centre has measured Hunter business innovation
since 2009. The latest data show that 46 per cent of Hunter firms
introduced new or improved products or services in 2017. That
is the highest proportion since the HRF began collecting data.
The Hunter also ranked well in 2016 in the volume of new
business entries and patent applications, according to the
Australian Innovation System Report. These measures were

Connecting Innovation to Opportunity

Investor Training
Mentor Training
Startup Pitch Events
Get connected
hunteriF.com.au
info@hunteriF.com.au
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dominated by Sydney, and the other Australian capitals of
Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. Yet, the Hunter compared
favourably to the Gold Coast, Geelong and Wollongong.
Although we are improving, the region’s businesses need
to continue to innovate in order for the Hunter economy to
compete and thrive.
Estimates by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development show that as much as 50 per cent of long-term
economic growth of its member countries can be attributed to
innovation. This contribution is expected to grow.
The Australian economy is undergoing a transition from
a decade-defining resource boom to one dependent on
knowledge and service products. During this transition,
international competitiveness and productivity depend
increasingly on capacity to innovate.
Australian micro-level data support the macro view that
innovation is crucial for economic growth. Innovation-active
firms are more likely to report increases in sales, profitability,
productivity and growth in firm size than firms that do not
innovate, ABS data show.
Newcastle and the Hunter have proven track records of
innovation in the face of change. New investments can
solidify Newcastle’s place as a dynamic, competitive and
entrepreneurial city. The region needs to act now to capitalise
on growing levels of innovation, new business formation and
scale ups.
The Hunter Innovation Festival will be a key focus for
showcasing existing innovation and sparking new ideas. The
HRF Centre will present new Hunter business innovation data
at our May Hunter Economic breakfast as part of the Hunter
Innovation Festival.

HBR new appointments
ALLIANCE LABOUR SOLUTIONS
Marisa Collins has joined the Alliance
team in a national recruitment
role. Marisa manages the total on
boarding process of recruiting and
selecting labour for the business in
NSW and assists the other states in
facilitating the ongoing demand for
labour. Marisa’s expertise is Human
Resources and she plays a vital role
at Alliance Labour Solutions. Marisa
has an innate ability to understand
people and is naturally talented at
selecting the right fit candidates for
each business.

NEW. PERM. CHARITABLE FOUND.

CHANDLER MACLEOD
Sue Flanagan has returned to
Chandler Macleod as a Senior
Recruitment
Specialist
servicing
clients across Newcastle, the Hunter
Valley and Central Coast Regions. Sue
has 30 years’ experience in HR and
Senior Recruitment Consulting across
such diverse industries as mining,
construction,
education,
health
insurance, agency, transport and
shipbuilding for privately owned SMEs,
ASX listed companies, Federal, State
and Local Government and large global
organisations.

ALLIANCE LABOUR SOLUTIONS

Newcastle Permanent Charitable
Foundation has welcomed Hunter
news leader Chad Watson to the
Board as a Director. Chad, who started
his media career with the Newcastle
Herald 30 years ago, was formally
appointed as a Board member in late
January. He fills the vacancy left by
Julie Ainsworth who has departed the
board after seven years of service

Sam Chong manages the Western
Australian requirements for Newcastle
headquartered
Alliance
Labour
Solutions. She is based in the Perth
office and her focus is recruitment,
onboarding,
mobilisation
and
shutdown support. Sam is busy
shuffling labour across the Pilbara
region. Sam is a degree qualified
chemical engineer and is enjoying
the change of pace with HR and
recruitment.

MONTEATH & POWYS

THE SALT WATER THERAPY CENTRE

Geoff Rock has identified a sweet
spot in Newcastle’s regeneration
and returned to the city to take up a
position with Monteath & Powys and
be part of the change. With a portfolio
specialising in project management,
property development and surveying,
Geoff commenced his role as Director
and Development Services Manager
with Monteath & Powys in late 2018.

Natalie Dunne has joined the team
at The Salt Therapy Centre Newcastle.
From childhood use of Salt Lamps
for her own Asthma to helping her
children with their respiratory issues
using Salt Therapy, she relies on
Natural Therapies as a first line of
defence for health and wellness. She
joins with a decade of experience in
Day Spa Admin from Dubai to London
to help launch the new AutoImmune
Wellness Centre with Infrared Sauna,
Testing, Coaching and Massage.

ALLIANCE LABOUR SOLUTIONS

Sarah Price joined Alliance Labour
Solutions to manage their busy front
desk position. She has taken on her
role as the face of the business and
first point of contact in a professional
way and supports our candidates,
clients and other colleagues daily to
achieve the required outcomes for the
business. Sarah is currently studying
her CERT III in Business Administration.

RAINE & HORNE COMMERCIAL
Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle
has welcomed Matthew Morrison to
their Commercial Property Management
team. He has two decades of property
industry experience, 13 years of which
was specialling in Commercial Asset
Management throughout the Greater
Newcastle Region across all asset
classes. Matthew prides himself with
the consistent strategic approach to
commercial asset management whilst
ensuring that all his clients’ needs are
met, continuing to focus on the return of
the investment.

LEAD C.I

Graeme Cotton has joined Lead C.I as
a principal consultant. Graeme brings
more than 25 years’ senior management
experience to the team having worked
with LKS Quaero, PCYC and the Business
Growth Centre, and completing
major local government consulting
projects. Through the proven Lead C.I.
BOS-Ex framework, Graeme’s focus
is on supporting leaders to develop
successful organisations by providing
qualified advice and tailored assistance
across business, operations and sales
excellence.

HIA HUNTER

Grant Williamson, Managing Director
at Winspace Constructions, has been
elected the President of the Housing
Industry Association (HIA) Hunter
Region. For the next two years Grant,
along with newly elected Vice-President
Paul Le Mottee of Le Mottee Group and
10 other HIA members, will form the
Hunter Regional Executive Committee
to represent the local region, assist in
the development of HIA policies and
provide a local forum to deal with
regional issues.
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Diversity of thought: Harnessing the
power of different thinkers in the
workplace to create a sense of belonging
Emily Bowen
Forsythes Human Resources
Workplace diversity is certainly not a new proposition. HR
professionals and leaders understand the value of a diverse
workforce well, especially around gender, race and ethnicity, and
have been increasingly harnessing its value over many years. But
now it is time to consider a more powerful notion of diversity.
Specifically, organisations are progressively shifting their
focus from diversity and inclusion as primarily gender and
cultural conversations to constructs of cognition and empathy,
encompassing concepts such as diversity of thought, unconscious
bias, and belonging.
By appreciating and accepting the different thinking and
perspectives of the people in your team, you can create a
workplace that encourages creativity and ingenuity, with the
powerful outcome of greater organisational performance.
“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we
used when we created them.” – Albert Einstein
The diversity of thought concept
There is an increasing volume of empirical social science evidence
available, and a heightened awareness of the benefits of embracing a
contemporary approach to diversity, inclusion and belonging.
Historically, diversity initiatives have focused primarily on
achieving fairness and meeting legal obligations associated
with certain workers or groups of people. However, continual
advancements in neurological research have enabled
organisations to greater understand how team members think
and solve problems, and what they can do to better define and
harness their human capital. And this is changing our approach to
diversity. Simply put, diversity in organisations now goes beyond
affirmation of equality, and focuses on realising the full potential
of people by acknowledge and appreciating unique perspectives
and different ways of thinking.
If you pause on that for a moment, most teams are made up
of a variety of thinkers, with different preferences and ideas.
And all these thinkers are shaped by their culture, background,
experiences and personalities. If, as a leader, you can create a
space for exploring the differences and the friction that may
come from opposing perspectives, and in turn create a sense of
acceptance amongst individuals, you can cultivate a melting-pot
of ideas, where new conversations are stimulated, learning is
continuous, and the walls of the echo chamber are ruptured.
It is important to remember, however, that it would be
ineffective for a leader to believe that simply letting conflicting
ideas and perspectives rub up against each other for a period will
generate positive outcomes.
Diversity of thought is more tangible than that. It is something
that can be measured, and an organisation will only benefit
through intention. You must be clear about what you identify as
diversity of thought, and then implement the right processes,
frameworks and leadership to take advantage of the concept.
The benefits of diversity of thought
Diversity practitioners and scholars have been considering
the link between diversity, solution-finding, creativity enhanced
performance, and inclusion and belonging for some time. It has
been noted in academic research that while homogeneous teams
may get to work more easily and more quickly, when diverse
teams learn to work together, the outcomes are superior. This is
because diverse teams can help break the barriers of ‘normal’ and
find resourceful and innovative ways to solve problems and see
better returns.
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We already know that workplace diversity can encourage
creativity, foster innovation and better decision making, and
ensure better consumer understanding. But organisations who
champion diverse thinking have an even greater competitive
advantage.
Eliminate the groupthink
Deloitte’s article on Diversity of Thought notes that thought
diversity can help organisations make better decisions because of
the creative tension it triggers. This tension ensures information is
processed more carefully than when everyone on a team is part of
the status quo. Diversity and independence of thought brings in
fresh information and keeps employees from being swayed by a
single opinion leader.
Increase employee engagement
Organisational development experts have observed that when
employees know their opinions and behavioural styles, no matter
how diverse, are appreciated, engagement and willingness to
contribute increase. The return on investment in thought diversity
can be found in increased performance of a highly engaged and
motivated workforce who collaborate effectively and inclusively.
Encourage an appreciation for difference
When cognitive diversity is promoted and appreciated,
employees not only feel more engaged, but they also gain a
better understanding of difference – beyond the obvious cultural,
racial and gender differences – and the importance of valuing
it. By valuing thought diversity, you can encourage even more
diversity and innovation by pushing employees out of their
homogenous comfort zones.
Identify the right employees
By understanding the diverse thinkers within any given team,
organisations can make better decisions when it comes to
engaging new employees, and purposely aligning individuals to
certain projects and teams. When organisations understand the
type of thinker that might be missing from a team, they are better
positioned to select the right person to complete the mix and
augment better results.
Create connections and learning opportunities
In a workplace where cognitive differences are encouraged and
supported, employees can more easily build relationships. These
connections will build on the strengths of each style of thinking,
increasing learning opportunities, enabling individuals to become
proficient in their roles, and providing a more peaceful sense of
belonging.
Considerations for diversity strategies
For an organisation to reap the benefits of a diverse workforce,
the following three things must be considered;
1. the willingness of your team members to offer their thoughts
and opinions,
2. the readiness of your organisation when it comes to
encouraging and supporting diverse thoughts, and
3. the opportunities that exist for your leaders and team
members to express their individualised opinions and act on
new ideas.
These three considerations are often interrelated, with
willingness to express ideas being a direct response to the
systems and processes that are in place, and the opportunities
that may or may not be available.
Without inclusive leaders who understand the value of different
thinkers, ones who are skilled at encouraging people to both
contribute their thinking and be open to the perspectives and
ideas of others, well-intended initiatives may not succeed. Some
may decentralise into unproductive conflict and chaos, damaging
any future efforts to focus on diversity of thought.

HBR business advice
The more diverse the team is, the more important it is to have
suitable systems in place and a leader who can manage and
facilitate the process to make sure everyone is heard, and that
there’s a clear plan to keep goals and objectives in sight.
It is about the creation of opportunities for all individuals within
your organisation.
For further information call Forsythes Human Resources on
(02) 4935 3500, email ebowen@forsytheshr.com.au or
visit www.forsytheshr.com.au
With a background spanning human
resources, psychology, coaching, talent
measurement and not-for-profit board
appointments, Emily Bowen currently
leads a multidisciplinary team of
specialists across the Executive, HR &
WHS, and IT, Tech & Digital consulting
niches at Forsythes Recruitment & HR.
From the Hunter to Sydney and beyond,
Emily supports her client partners in
building human competitive advantage
by leveraging the connection between
leadership, people and technology within
organisations and across industries.

It’s never too early to plan for your
post-retirement years
Samantha Geelan
Rethink Financial Planning
When it comes to enjoying your post retirement years, you are
more likely to achieve your dream lifestyle if you plan ahead, do
your research and become informed of your options. Making big
decisions when you’re not in a stressful situation enables you to
take time to listen and comprehend advice.
As a senior aged care specialist, I am often approached by
clients who don’t have a clear picture of what they want or how to
feel empowered and more in control.
Being prepared is key to navigating the most time critical and
stressful additional components that come with growing older
and needing more support to remain healthy and independent
for longer. With this in mind, here are some things I ask my clients
to think about before they start planning:
1. Can you imagine yourself living your ultimate postretirement lifestyle?
What does this look like? Think carefully about the details,
and anything you want included. Commit to it, plan for it,
communicate it to your family, then ENJOY it.
2. If you suddenly found you could no longer manage
independently, how and where would you like to live?
While this question can be hard to think about for some people,
planning for all possible eventualities means you will have more
options should you need them. Would you rather get assistance
in your home, move in with family, downsize to a more easily
maintainable home, transfer to a retirement village or move to
an aged care facility? Weigh up the pros and cons of each and try
to make an informed decision by talking with people and even
visiting your preferred village or facility, if those options are on
your list.
3. Do you have a strong social network and list of hobbies
you enjoy?
It can be helpful to engage in activities and programs designed
to promote healthy living suited to your age and medical needs.
If you’re unsure of where to start, seek out organisations that
provide support for older Australians, such as ASIC’s MoneySmart,
which breaks down these organisations by state. Everyone ages
differently, there is no set timeline and there is no one-size-fits-all
approach.

4. Can you afford everything in your dream lifestyle?
Once you decide on your ideal future lifestyle, look at which
aspects are free and what costs are involved in others. Is
government support available? Are there any implications of
some options? Consider all aspects, including the impact on
income, entitlements, health, legal, financial and emotional. You
can find out more information by talking to a professional and
from My Aged Care.
5. Have you considered getting professional advice from a
suitably qualified specialist?
Everyone’s situation is unique and you’ll need to continue
to review your financial situation, investments, access to
entitlements and government support services throughout your
retirement. As with anything, you may find there are options you
hadn’t even considered, which is where hiring an expert can help.
You’ll need advice on establishing your will, power of attorney,
and enduring guardians. Appoint only those people you trust
inherently.
Legislation changes regularly in relation to aged care, Centrelink,
Home Care, general financial, tax and legal matters, so what
may have been the case two years ago in a set of circumstances
is unlikely to have the same outcome now. Unless your loved
ones are all highly skilled lawyers, geriatricians, accountants,
aged care specialists, social workers, physiotherapists, Centrelink
experts, loans officers and financial advisers, it will help to review
any advice or recommendations you’re given with the relevant
specialist.
For more information contact Rethink Financial Planning on
(02) 4962 4440, email support@rethinkfinancial.com.au or visit
www.rethinkfinancial.com.au
Rethink Financial Planning’s Senior Financial
Adviser Aged care specialist Samantha Geelan
has worked in financial services for 23 years.
She thrives on solving complex issues and
looking at aged care in a holistic way that also
takes a person’s lifestyle into account.
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HBR property

Rosier outlook
expected for
commercial
real estate and
business in
2019

Steve Dick
Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle
In February I attended my first HunterNet meeting in a while
and what struck me was the bullish confidence in the room.
HunterNet is a network of manufacturing, engineering and
specialist services companies located in the Hunter and Central
Coast regions of NSW.
All meeting participants agreed 2019 had started well and this
level of confidence mirrored the thoughts of three of our region’s
most influential industrial developers I spoke with earlier in the year.
Hunter Land’s Graham Burns, Wayne Brown of Wayne Brown
Building and Allan Morton from commercial and industrial
construction contractor ATB Morton operate at the coal face so
to speak and provide our region with employment opportunities
through their developments in the industrial sector.
Graham Burns – Hunter Land
1. How was 2018 and what changes are you expecting in
2019?
Graham: There is a ‘big’ undersupply of industrial land, and we
are seeing strong demand from service industries from outside
the Hunter who are adding to the local pressure. We are seeing
a customer driven change where they are demanding a timelier
response, and this is driving these service providers to this region.
The demand pressures for industrial land has resulted in price
increases from $150 per square metre to $200 per square metre
with buyers choosing unconditional approvals rather than
staging a purchase through ‘subject to finance’ or development
approvals.
We will see some industrial land supply come to the market later
in the year in the 10,000 - 50,000 square metre range. However,
the smaller lots will still be in short supply.
2. What do you think has caused the dramatic shortage of
buildings at Thornton Industrial Estate?
Graham: Thornton was built in an indulgent time when land was
less expensive. This enabled the use of cheaper metal cladding,
thus making Thornton as an estate, more reactive to a lower more
affordable pricing average.
3. Any disrupters on the horizon?
Graham: Labour supply, as the influx of service industries and
the mines create jobs in an already tight market.
Wayne Brown – Wayne Brown Building
1. How was 2018 and what changes are you expecting in
2019?
Wayne: Smaller buyers drove last year’s demand - the
resurgence of the small unit market, for example, was driven by
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Self-Managed Superfunds (SMSFS) demand. There were higher
levels of industrial enquiry from the transport and logistics sector
with demand for service stations dropping in the second half of
last year. We are seeing enquiries from Sydney businesses looking
to relocate to the Hunter.
Our books are full for the next 12 months. However saying that,
we are doing more, although our margins are decreasing, so we
are looking overseas for more price competitive building material.
Labour supply is also becoming an issue.
2. Last year you mentioned local authorities and utilities as
impeding/delaying and adding costs to developments. Has
this improved?
Wayne: Not at all. It doesn’t matter whether its council, power,
communications or RMS, government authorities and the
Government sold off utilities are costing every project tens of
$1,000s through unnecessary delays.
Allan Morton – ATB Morton
1. How was 2018 and what changes are you expecting in
2019?
Allan: Last year we saw strong rental growth across our
portfolio. Into the latter half of the year, we noticed an increase
in new businesses from outside the region in the manufacturing,
mining service, transport, and infrastructure sectors.
2. Are there any sectors dominating your markets?
Allan: Manufacturing, believe it or not. We have not seen this
level of enquiry for extensive manufacturing projects for a long
time. Mind you; they are not run of the mill manufacturers either
but sophisticated businesses. These will be an exciting change for
the region if they come off.
3. Are there any issues you are battling with now?
Allan: The margins in the construction sector are becoming
difficult, along with labour supply and the banking sectors
change to what is required for finance which is slowing approvals.
4. What’s one of the top issues for the region?
Allan: Approval for the port to enable it to have its shackles
removed and the development of a dedicated heavy freight line
between Sydney and Newcastle.
For further information contact Steve Dick on 04125 302 771,
email steve@rhplus.com.au or visit www.rhplus.com.au
Steven Dick is a director
of leading Newcastle
commercial property firm
Raine & Horne Commercial
Newcastle

HBR property
Healthy 2018 residential construction

The changing face of a local

Latest ABS figures on new home building approvals indicate
that activity across the Hunter continued to perform strongly in
2018, reported the Housing Industry Association.
“In total 4,928 approvals were issued for new dwellings across
the Hunter, compared to 4,795 in 2017, an increase of 3% on
already elevated levels,” said Craig Jennion, HIA Hunter Executive
Director.
“Much of the heavy lifting for the residential sector continues
to occur in the Lower Hunter, with the local government areas of
Lake Macquarie, Newcastle and Maitland continuing to be the
top 3 locations for approvals, accounting for over 76% of total
approvals,” explained Mr Jennion.
“Pleasingly, it continues that that the largest percentage
increases in total dwelling approvals occurred in regional
locations. Singleton was the strongest, up 41%, followed by
Cessnock, up 25%, and Muswellbrook, up 9%. Cessnock also took
out the title of ‘biggest mover’ increasing their housing approvals
by 129 dwellings over 2017,” explained Mr Jennion.
“The performance of new home building approvals across
detached new homes and multi-unit approvals both increased
in 2018. Accounting for 60% of all approvals detached house
approvals decreased by 3% compared to the 2017 calendar
year, while multi-unit approvals, increased by 2% over the same
period”.
“These results point to very healthy levels of activity for the
residential construction sector in early 2019. The approvals
also reinforce the affordability advantages that the region has
over other locations in NSW, particularly Sydney where housing
remains far from affordable for average households,” concluded
Mr Jennion.

Late in 2018, local property developer and builder GWH
announced it would bring boutique apartment living to
Lambton, with the development of the old Snake Gully Hotel
site into a haven for residents; 121Elder.
The GWH team has been on site since the first week of
February, on schedule to complete demolition within the
month, saving time from the construction schedule to get the
build underway as soon as possible.
The project has had many people talking, with interest in the
residential, retail and commercial opportunities having been
strong and positive, producing many quick sales. Both retail and
residential apartments have been snapped up.
The development’s design recognises the community heart of
the area, offering an urban retreat for both its residents and the
local community alike.
Each residential property includes a balcony or courtyard, plus
access to a private BBQ and entertaining courtyard and private
rooftop viewing deck. For the greater community, modern
and welcoming street facing retail outlets are designed with
hospitality and boutique product offerings in mind.
Opportunities are still available at both the Grainger Street
standalone commercial building and within the Elder Street
component of the development, with 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments and the retail suites now selling.
Construction is set to commence on the development in
March, which in total includes 15 residential 3 retail suites, and
a stand-alone commercial site, all scheduled for completion late
in 2019.

Total Dwellings
Cessnock
Lake Macquarie
Maitland
Newcastle
Port Stephens
Dungog
Singleton
Muswellbrook
Scone
Mid Coast

12 mths to: Dec-17

12 mths to: Dec- 8

% change

521
1,410
853
1,442
311
64
64
11
24
95

650
1,470
917
1,371
296
40
90
12
22
60

25%
4%
8%
-5%
-5%
-38%
41%
9%
-8%
-37%

4,795

4,928

3%

Cessnock Central

ONE TENANCY LEFT

2 North Avenue, Cessnock 2325
02 4323 7606
www.vcmanagement.com.au
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FOR LEASE
METFORD

THE JUNCTION

FOR LEASE
$4,606.00pa + GST +OGs

10-16 KENRICK STREET (SHOP 18 & 19)
Situated in The Junction Shopping Village this large
glass fronted boutique is available for the first time.
With car parking at the front door and the fitout
available if needed this is a unique opportunity.
Rent: $50,000pa + OGs + GST
STEVE DICK 0425 302 771
FOR LEASE

CHARLESTOWN

PRIME LOCATION

Positioned in the tightly held commercial zone of Metford, this 598m2 building
would suit a variety of businesses from light fabrication to storage and distribution
and more. (STCA)This warehouse is ideally located within close proximity to the
recently developed Stockland Greenhills and soon to be constructed Maitland
Hospital.Consisting of three offices, a meeting room and a large reception area, all
adjoining the warehouse and mezzanine, this opportunity won't last long.
• 3 phase power
• Surrounded by reputable businesses
• High roller door access
• Amenities
• Zoned IN1 - General Industrial • Onsite parking available
For further information please call Matthew Higgins on 0403 706 042.

MORPETH

FOR LEASE OR SALE
Contact Agent

215-217 PACIFIC HIGHWAY (LEVEL 2)
Commercial air-conditioned office in Landmark
building with highway exposure. Comprises
reception, private offices, open floorplan,
boardroom and more.
Rent: $190,000pa + OGs + GST
ALAN TONKS 0474 744 422
FOR LEASE

BOUTIQUE RETAIL SPACE

Don't miss this opportunity to secure your own piece of the iconic Morpeth retail
precinct! This property is positioned across from the Hunter River and is nestled
in-between cafes and retail shops. Well suited to both owner occupiers entering
the commercial market and investors looking to expand their commercial portfolio.
Rich with history, Morpeth offers boutique shopping and dining and is just a stones
throw from Maitland CBD and Green Hills shopping complex.
• Zoning B2 - Local Centre
• Vacant possession
• 65m² approx.
• Main retail space and storeroom
• Estimated rental return $34,000 pa (gross figure)
For further information please call Matthew Higgins on 0403 706 042

MAITLAND

KOTARA

SUITE 1/47 NORTHCOTT DRIVE
Maximum exposure, retail opportunity opposite
Kotara Homemakers Centre. 586m² (approx) with
air-conditioned showroom and warehouse.
Rent: $160,000pa + OGs +GST
JASON MORRIS 0425 302 778
FOR LEASE

BELMONT

FOR SALE
Expressions of interest

386-390 PACIFIC HIGHWAY

Highly exposed display yard, showroom and site
office. Ability to split into (2) separate tenancies with
shared amenities.
Rent: $85,000pa + OGs + GST
MADALYN GILMORE 0425 302 773
FOR LEASE

THORNTON

CBD INVESTMENTS

A great opportunity to secure a prime, freehold property in the heart of Maitland's
retail precinct.
• Exceptional 14 metre shop front
• Located in “The Levee”
• Leased to Lowes Manhattan Pty Ltd
• Currently returning $63,271 pa gross
• Opportunity to refurbish and add value
• Lowes Est. for 120 yrs with over 200 stores across Australia
• Building area: 200m² showroom, 120m2 1st floor storage
• Zoned B4 Mixed Use
For Sale by Expressions of Interest, closing 8 March 2019.
Information Memorandum available on request.
For further information please call Brendon Sarroff on 0400 986 779 or
James Rodrick on 0400 092 414

P: 4933 6299 W: starrpartners.com.au
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40 GLENWOOD DRIVE

Corporate offices located in Thornton Industrial
Estate. Features include partitioned and open plan
offices, meeting rooms, ducted air-conditioning and
data cabling throughout and (8) allocated car spaces.
Rent: $49,000pa + OGs + GST
PAUL TILDEN 0425 302 772
Phone: (02) 4915 3000 Web: www.rhplus.com.au
Email: sales@rhplus.com.au
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The fou n dat i o n s o f le a d e r s hip m a d e s im p le
Diane Loong
Skildare
There is a multitude of articles, books, blogs etc. on the
topic of leadership with many tips on how to be a great
leader. What I have discovered however in my 20 years
of working with leaders of every age, gender, industry
or qualification is that the foundations of leadership
(leadership 101, if you like) are not consistently applied
nor understood.
Some of the things that are common place across
workplaces include:
1. Employees that can be a bit ‘tricky’ to manage,
have a different set of rules apply to them, particularly
with regards to their performance and behaviours – this
is common!
2. Managers have their influence and authority
diminished by more senior managers pulling rank
on them because of the chain of command, which
is an essential component of effective leadership,
is not valued as a currency of team performance,
engagement and communication – this is very
common!
3. Employees undermine their manager by going
around them straight to the more senior manager.
Employees do this as a consequence of point no. 2
above, and whilst an open-door policy is often used
as a justification for this behaviour, when it negatively
impacts the influence within the chain of command, it
can inadvertently create a different set of issues within
the business, e.g. lack of clarity, poor communication
and mistrust.
4. Managers get promoted due to their technical
competence with minimal leadership skills OR they
are deemed ‘high potential’, without the support of
tangible guidance/mentoring, thus causing a myriad
of challenges for the inexperienced manager, his/her
team and missed opportunities for the business.
5. Line managers hide issues from their managers
because they feel they would be undermined or left out
of the decision-making process should the boss become
informed/involved in the matter resulting in fractured
communication and mistrust.
I could go on…
The fix to these workplace challenges are simple if
properly understood and applied with conviction. They
are:
1. Clear lines of responsibility in your organisation must
be established - even in very small businesses, the same
rules apply. This is not to imply that the organisation’s
structure needs to be rigid and overly formal, on
the contrary. What this means is that there must be
clarity regarding authority within your leadership
ranks and this must be clearly communicated to the
wider organisation. For order, clarity, communication,
engagement etc. it is important to empower your
leaders to take charge and own their area of
responsibility, without overt interference.
2. Just like parenting, leadership is showing a united
front to the kids, but debating the merits of what-is-what
behind the scenes. Managers should be challenged,
guided, mentored and trusted by their senior leaders
whereby they can then, with confidence lead their
respective teams and be responsible for their outcomes.

3. Leading people is challenging, there’s no doubt
about that. Providing feedback and managing that
‘tricky’ employee is one of the greatest challenges. You
know the employee who doesn’t quite do anything
terribly wrong but is still a real test to your leadership skills.
Consistency is key in this example. Consistency in how
often feedback is given, with a healthy dose of positive
reinforcement combined with clear expectations.
Ensure these expectations are established via the
chain of command and, over time, this will ensure
better engagement, performance and behaviour.
No longer will the ‘kids’ play one manager off against
the other thus creating a greater sense of stability,
communication and morale!
For more information contact Diane Loong at Skildare
on (02) 4940 8743 or email diane@skildare.com.au
Diane Loong is a co-founder
and Director of Skildare. She is
a passionate and pragmatic
Human Resources Leader
who delivers HR advice and
services tailored to each
client with expertise and
simplicity.

Compliance
Strategy
Performance
Lead confidently with
smart HR, made simple
(02) 4940 8743 l enquire@skildare.com.au
www.skildare.com.au
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E mpl o y e e e n t i t l e m e nt s now inc lud e f a m ily
an d do me s t ic v iole nc e le a v e
Elizabeth Radley
Moray & Agnew
All businesses covered by the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)
(FW Act) need to be aware of an important recent
change to the National Employment Standards (NES)
which allows employees to be absent from work to
deal with the impact of family and domestic violence.
This new leave entitlement came into effect on 12
December 2018, and followed an earlier decision by the
Fair Work Commission (in August 2018) to include similar
entitlements in all federal modern awards.
New NES entitlement
The NES now includes an entitlement for five days of
unpaid leave family and domestic violence leave per
year for all employees – whether full time, part time or
casual, and irrespective of whether they are covered
by an award or enterprise agreement or are award/
agreement-free. The annual entitlement becomes
available at the start of every 12 month period of
employment for each employee, and is not pro-rated
for those engaged on a part time or casual basis.
Unused leave does not accumulate from year to year.
An employee is entitled to access family and
domestic violence leave under the NES if:
• the employee is experiencing family and domestic
violence
• they need to do something to deal with the impact
of the family and domestic violence, and
• it is impractical for the employee to do what they
need to do outside of their ordinary work hours.
The FW Act defines ‘family and domestic violence’
as ‘violent, threatening or other abusive behaviour
by a family member of an employee that seeks to
coerce or control the employee and that causes
them harm or to be fearful.’ For the purpose of that
definition, an employee’s ‘family member’ means
one of the following:
• the employee’s spouse, de facto partner (including
former spouse or de facto partner), child, parent,
grandparent, grandchild or sibling
• a child, parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling
of a spouse or de facto partner (including former
spouse or de facto partner) of the employee; or
• a person related to the employee according to
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander kinship rules.
Circumstances where an employee may need to
‘do something’ to deal with the impact of family
and domestic violence include attending an urgent
court hearing, accessing police services, or making
arrangements for their safety or the safety of a family
member, including relocating.
Applications for leave
As with other forms of statutory leave entitlements, an
employee’s right to take unpaid family and domestic
violence leave is subject to notice and evidence
requirements, which mirror the notice requirements for
personal/carer’s leave under the FW Act – namely, the
employee is to provide notice as soon as practicable,
which can include after the leave has started, and must
advise the employer of the period (or expected period)
of the leave. The employee may also need to provide
evidence to support taking the leave, if required by the
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employer, which may include a statutory declaration
or a document issued by the police, a court or a family
violence support service.
The FW Act also places an obligation on employers
to take steps to ensure that information concerning
notice given by an employee seeking to access family
and domestic violence leave is treated confidentially,
as far as reasonably practicable. However, there is an
exception where disclosing the information is required
by law or is necessary to protect the life, health or safety
of the employee or another person.
Practical suggestions for employers
All employers should now update their leave policies
and procedures to ensure they have appropriate
processes in place to deal with any applications to take
family and domestic violence leave. As part of that
update, employers need to make sure the procedures
which will be followed when processing family and
domestic violence leave applications protect the
privacy of employees who access this entitlement (and
there are requirements imposed in this regard under the
FW Act as well as privacy legislation).
At a minimum any workplace procedure dealing with
family and domestic violence leave should ideally:
Appoint a particular person (or small group of people)
to oversee leave applications, including ensuring the
identity of this person(s) is known to all employees, so
that if an individual needs to make an application for
leave they know who to approach
Explain the steps which will be taken to ensure the
security and confidentiality of not only the employee’s
personal details, but any documentation they provide in
support of their application to take leave

HBR leadership & HR
Outline the need for establishing an agreed means
of contacting an employee who is on leave (such as
a work or personal mobile phone number or email
address, depending on the employee’s preference),
and ensuring the confidentiality of that information
Require a discussion with the employee who is
accessing leave as to what information will be relayed
to co-workers regarding the employee’s whereabouts
while they are away from work
Confirm the need for all employees to make sure they
do not divulge personal information about their coworkers if asked to do so by third parties, and
Provide information as to who will be notified when
an employee is on family and domestic violence leave
– which might include, for example, security staff, the
employee’s immediate manager and payroll personnel
– and outline steps to ensure these staff members are
reminded of their duty to adhere to the employer’s
leave policy, in particular the requirement to keep
all matters concerning the employee’s leave strictly
confidential. (These staff should also be advised of what
to say to co-workers or third parties if asked about the
employee’s absence from work.)

An employee has the right to make a request for a
flexible work arrangement after completing 12 months
continuous service – and, in the case of a casual
employee, where they have an expectation of ongoing
employment on a regular and systematic basis.
The request must be in writing and can ask for a variety
of flexible arrangements, which could include flexibility
of working hours to allow an employee to attend court
appearances, find safe accommodation or organise a
change of school for their child/children. A change in
work patterns may also be requested, which might be
warranted if there is a concern about the employee’s
safety where the domestic violence perpetrator is
aware of the times at which the employee regularly
attends work.
For further details contact a Workplace lawyers at
Moray & Agnew on (02) 4911 5400,
email newcastle@moray.com.au or
visit www.moray.com.au

Right to request flexible work arrangements
In addition to this new entitlement to family and
domestic violence leave, employees also have the right
to request flexible work arrangements for reasons of
domestic violence, which has been an option available
under the FW Act since 2013. It is important to note
that this entitlement still exists and is not displaced or
changed at all by the introduction of unpaid family and
domestic violence leave.

Elizabeth Radley, Partner,
leads the Workplace
team in Moray & Agnew’s
Newcastle office and assists
employer clients in all areas
of employment law, antidiscrimination law, industrial
relations and work health
and safety.

STAYING AHEAD OF THE CURVE

STAYING AHEAD
OF THE CURVE
As the Hunter’s leading law firm, our
Newcastle team of around 100 people
offers expertise and experience in:

- Commercial Dispute Resolution
Moray & Agnew is a national law firm with 590 people
- Construction and Infrastruture
including 90 partners. As one of the Hunter Valley’s leading
- Corporate and Commercial
law firms, the expertise of our Newcastle legal team of
- Insurance
over 40 lawyers
extends to:
- Planning and Environment
- Property
– Commercial
Dispute Resolution
- Workplace
and Industrial Relations
– Construction
and Infrastructure
– Corporate
Contact our team on 02 4911 5400
– Insurance
– Property
– Planning and Environment
– Workplace

INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS

LATERAL
THINKING

SPECIALISED
TEAMS

ACROSS
ALL INDUSTRIES

Sydney

Melbourne

Brisbane

Canberra

Newcastle

Perth

moray.com.au
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F i n di n g e x c e lle nc e in le a d e r s hip
John Costley
Lead C.I.
“Excellence is never an accident. It is always the
result of high intention, sincere effort, and intelligent
execution; it represents the wise choice of many
alternatives – choice, not chance, determines your
destiny.” Aristotle
There is little wonder why ancient Greek philosopher
Aristotle is considered one of the greatest thinkers of
all time – and heartening to know his sage opinion is as
relevant as ever today.
Striving for excellence can seem like an unattainable
goal. It’s easy for businesses and organisations to “talk
the talk” but what does it actually take to “walk the
talk”? What’s more, why even aim for excellence?
Because if you don’t others will, and in an increasingly
competitive, fast changing and global economy,
your business will not reach its full potential and could
actually fail.
That poses another question. Who is accountable for
the achievement of excellence? Simply answered, your
leaders – starting at the very top.
Here’s how to tell a leader of excellence. They develop
distinction in all aspects of their business, scanning
their external environment (technology, society,
competition, economy) to understand trends and
world class performance, and anticipate how they can
take advantage of emerging opportunities. They build
and maintain trust with all key stakeholders including

employees, customers, suppliers and communities. They
have a clear purpose and take initiative to get things
done. They create a compelling vision and effectively
engage others to follow. These leaders know how to
plan and implement, encourage ownership, problem
solve and make decisions objectively using facts,
ideas and input of others – even those with whom they
disagree. They hire and develop the best, build high
performance teams and insist on high standards. Most
importantly, they create a workplace culture where
people can safely suggest new ideas and are actively
engaged in developing and implementing innovative
solutions.
Leaders of excellence don’t avoid their
accountabilities, mistake excellence with perfection,
make enemies, sit around blaming others, wait for
someone else to get things done, bully, harass,
micromanage or use dictatorial behaviours. They don’t
continually criticise others or erect “road blocks”.
The culture of any organisation is a direct reflection of
the leadership of its senior leaders. Exemplar companies
include Toyota, Netflix, Hilton, Disney, Apple, Samsung
and Google.
Here’s the good news. You don’t have to work for a
big organisation to experience excellence in leadership.
A SME leader of excellence will apply all of the above,
taking the time to listen and align their business’s
direction and values with their employees.

“Strategically Plan
your next move”
• recruit a key staff member
• have complete confidentiality with a recruitment
• ascertain the level of available talent to help you structure your
Executive team without undertaking an expensive recruitment campaign
With over 30 years recruitment experience locally & nationally,
EMERY H.R. offers unique & extremely economical ‘fee for service’
recruitments & Executive Search options.
Phone Margo Emery on 0409385667 to discuss your
recruiting strategies…..you’ll love the way we do business!

P: (02) 49334100
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M: 0409385667

www.emeryhr.com.au
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Leaders who believe that success is achieved through
control and the use of dictatorial power will create
a culture where people comply through fear, are
unhappy, and create excuses as to why they can’t
come to work. These employees usually keep their good
ideas to themselves, will be looking for an opportunity to
leave, and are likely to keep their heads down and do
as they are told.
Leaders who believe success is achieved by
maintaining the “status quo” and not through
excellence standards, attitudes and practices will
create a culture where people avoid responsibility,
become dependent on each other, are dissatisfied and
unengaged, and not surprisingly, fail to develop.
Which culture are your senior leaders developing?
For more information contact John on
+61 (0) 488 584 111 or email john.costley@leadci.com.

John Costley is the founding
partner of Lead C.I. and
developer of the BOSEx Framework delivering
specialist advice across
Business, Operations and
Sales Excellence. He has more
than 30 years’ experience
in facilitating, leading and
managing successful change
and continuous improvement
across a diverse range of
industries and business areas.

"Excellence
in Practice"
Join us at the FREE
BOS-Ex Breakfast Event!
3rd April 2019
Don’t miss this opportunity
to take your business to the
next level.
Bookings are essential.
For enquiries and to register –

www.leadci.com

M: 0400 489 752
W: www.leadci.com

Follow us on:
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Do e s y o u r t e am le a v e wor k he a lt hy?
Dr Trent Watson
Ethos Health
Many of us spend about a third of our lives at work. In
recent history, and for the most part, our 9 to 5 lives have
been greatly enhanced by improved attention to safety
and employment conditions, with many workplaces
introducing creative ways to support staff to be safe and
well.
Perhaps the most exciting move in workplaces more
recently has been to look beyond the walls and work
routines to the health of individuals. The genesis for this new
way of thinking has been spearheaded by the coal and
heavy industry sector. For many years, the environmental
impact caused by such industries has been heavily
regulated – but the impact of a work environment on the
health of employees wasn’t looked at quite as closely.
The principle was simple – to reshape workplaces so that
everyone was leaving work at the end of the day, just as
healthy as they arrived. But the ultimate aim was not about
the immediate outcome of the day (although that remains
critical). It was about investing in each person.
Corporate gym memberships were introduced to
encourage employees to get moving and over time,
we’ve learnt personalised programs that foster leadership,
allow for consultation and call for a long-term commitment
to improving health are the ones that generate change.
Ethos Health has developed a program that enables
businesses and their employees to assess the level of risk
and then develop and integrate behavioural changes in
nine health domains. By understanding the current attitude

of employees to nutrition and obesity, smoking and alcohol
consumption, exercise, stress and mental health, injury,
fatigue and social factors, Ethos Health helps organisations
support their employees to optimise individual health.
Managing these health risks can improve productivity
and business culture. Employees that have engaged in
programs such as the Ethos Health Reshape model are
two and a half times more likely to be a best performer
and about three times more likely to be more productive
at work and encourage innovation. Businesses also find
the program improves employee retention and innovation
while reducing workplace injury and bottom line costs.
A healthy, happy workforce is a productive one – so
it’s important for businesses to get to know their team
members’ health habits and what makes them thrive.
For more information contact Ethos Health on 02 4962
8700 or email enquiries@ethoshealth.com.au
Trent Watson is CEO of Ethos Health
and an Accredited Dietitian. Trent also
specialises in Fatigue Management
and using the latest in technology
works with workplaces to put in place
strategies to manage and reduce the
risk of fatigue incident and accident in
Australia. Trent also consults from Ethos
Health’s Lake Macquarie Practice, is a
media spokesperson with the Dietitians
Association of Australia and Chairman
of the Hunter Medicare Local.

MASTER BUILDERS
APPRENTICESHIP SCHEMES
We employ the Apprentices & Trainees and hire them
out to Host Employers, such as you!
Our hourly charge rate means you are only invoiced for the
Trainee/Apprentice per hour they are in the workplace with you, therefore
you are not charged when your Trainee has a sick day, roster day oﬀ or
annual leave days, and if it just doesn’t work out you can return your
Trainee to us and we will move them to another position and supply you
with a replacement!

We have recently conducted a
recruitment push for Business
Taking on a Trainee in your oﬃce or workplace has now never been easier!
Administration Trainee’s. We have
excellent applicants waiting to be
For further information please contact
matched to your business today.
our friendly oﬃce staﬀ on 02 4979 0170.
If we can assist you with hiring a Business
Administration Certiicate III Trainee, we
would love to hear from you.

Our rate is fully inclusive of:
- Trainee Wages
- Sick Leave
- Annual Leave
- Roster Days Oﬀ
- RTO Fees
- Superannuation
- Workers Compensation
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Chandler Macleod expands service capabilities
Chandler Macleod Group, one of the region’s largest
employers, is merging with Peoplebank Australia, a leading
IT and digital specialist talent solutions provider. The
combined entity, known as the Chandler Macleod Group,
provides a powerful platform for ongoing talent solutions
leadership in every market and region the group operates
in across the Asia Pacific. This announcement coincides
with the 60th anniversary of Chandler Macleod.
Both Chandler Macleod and Peoplebank were
acquired by Recruit Holdings Co. Ltd. 4 years ago. The
Tokyo listed Japanese staffing giant now operates as
three strategic business units, including Recruit Global
Staffing (Headquarters: Almere, Netherlands) which
controls all staffing businesses worldwide. Until now
Chandler Macleod and Peoplebank have operated and
reported independently into this unit despite having similar
operations and locations throughout Australia and the Asia
Pacific.
Recruit Global Staffing is confident that after successfully
operating separately, the time is right to bring them
together to create an even stronger unit, well positioned
for sustained future growth. The merger will combine the
best of both organisations, enabling enhanced service
capability to customers across the Australian and Asia
Pacific markets.
Recruit Global Staffing’s CEO, Rob Zandbergen,
stated “It’s an exciting time for everyone involved. It will
deliver advantages through both scale and process
enhancement, allowing business units to focus on further
delighting their customers”.

Chandler Macleod has a long
presence in the Hunter, servicing
the local market from offices
in Newcastle and Singleton as
well as a Central Coast office at
Tuggerah. It has a history of having
a strong team that has continued
to evolve its service offerings to
meet changing market needs.
Simon Rutten, for example,
joined the Chandler Macleod Group in 2007. Overall
Simon has 16 years’ experience in the recruitment industry
acting as a key partner to many leading private and
publicly listed companies. With a prior career in media and
qualifications in Business Management, Simon is passionate
about delivery and client engagement. He has become
highly skilled in senior and executive level recruitment and
the repeat engagement with his clients is testament to his
success. Simon also has advanced skills in social media
sourcing.
Shanelle Lowe is another experienced team member,
with 12 years at Chandler Macleod and 15 years in the
industry. For the past 10 years Shanelle has held leadership
roles, building and leading successful teams to partner with
clients across a range of industries including construction,
infrastructure, rail, mining, manufacturing and local
government. Shanelle is responsible for the overall delivery
of recruitment services for industrial, non-industrial and
specialist roles in the Newcastle area for temporary and
permanent assignments.

We know talent.
Chandler Macleod has an extensive
database of active candidates in
various industry sectors and over
13,000 employees out working on
client sites every week. Through our
experience with planning, sourcing,
assessing, developing and managing
talent along with industry intelligence,
we know a lot about talent.
Contact our Newcastle team on
02 4978 7744.
7777.
chandlermacleod.com
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How to improve staff performance in your business
Andrew Masi
Yellow Coaching
Are you frustrated with poor staff performance in your
business?
Have you given your team members tools to do their
role, but they still under-perform and miss their KPIs?
Do you sometimes wonder if it’s time to let certain staff go?
At times it’s easy to assume your staff just don’t care
enough to do their job well. Before you decide to
move them on, make sure you’ve given them every
opportunity to succeed.
As a leader or manager, it’s your responsibility
to improve staff performance by providing team
members with training and support to do their role.
It’s their responsibility to be interested and take every
opportunity to improve their skills.
How do you coach your team to improve their
performance?
First, introduce the idea. “Ben, I’m going to coach you
to help you improve your skills, and effectiveness in your
role. It’s part of increasing productivity, which is my job
as a leader in this business.” Of course, you can put that
in your own words.
Good team members will welcome any opportunity to
improve, so if you get pushback at this stage you could
question why they don’t want to be better at their role.
Now you’ve introduced the concept of coaching, how
do you implement it?
There are four steps.

1. Collaborate to set a goal
The idea is cooperation, not dictatorship. Start with
“Let’s set some goals”, not, “Here’s what I want you
to do by December.” People are much more likely to
implement a plan when they’ve contributed to it from
the start. Together, decide on a behaviour or result to
achieve, and a completion date. Your employee might
state: “I want to be proficient at our new software by
30th June.”
2. Brainstorm resources
Brainstorming is all about quantity of ideas, not
quality. Ask your team member to write down all the
possible resources they have to achieve that goal. They
should include anything that comes to mind, without
evaluation. In our software example their options might
include seeking help and training from a colleague,
watching video tutorials, or taking a course.
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3. Create a plan
From these ideas, discuss which are feasible, and which
the employee will act on. Once you’ve narrowed it down
to a few, create a short-term plan (up to four weeks).
Ensure the tasks the employee sets for themselves are
specific, measurable, time-framed and achievable. A goal
of short-listing three books that might be worth reading is
more achievable than reading three books if the deadline
is just a week away!
4. The employee acts
It’s now up to the team member to do the work, and
report back to you on their progress at an agreed time.
Remember that you are the coach, not the teacher. To
improve staff performance, it’s not always up to you to
suggest options and find information. Coaching helps your
team recognise their own options; plan their own actions
and timeframes; and feel the rewards of achievement.
As your team members take more responsibility for their
own learning, they will increase their ability, so you have
more time to grow and develop your business.
A high-performance business needs individuals who
work at their peak. Business moves fast, and if your
team aren’t constantly improving, you may fall behind
your competition. To have a healthy, evolving business,
coaching your team is not an option, it’s a necessity!

For more information contact Andrew on 02 4933 6622
or email andrew@yellowcoaching.com.au
Andrew Masi is a multi award-winning
Business Coach and advisor, and leadership
and management expert. Going by the
more informal titles of Dream Builder,
Strategist and Whip-Cracker, he loves
working with business owners, leaders and
teams to build business productivity and
profitability. A former Accountant, Financial
Planner, and avid cyclist, Andrew’s business
name was inspired by the leader’s Yellow
jersey of the Tour de France. Andrew has
been coaching business leaders and teams
throughout Australia and internationally in
just about every imaginable industry for over
15 years.

2019

HUNTER INVESTMENT PROSPECTUS
Promoting the Hu n t er as a sm art bu sin e ss,
invest m en t an d li fes t y le ch oice
GOLD SUPPORTERS
Four Walls Commercial
Hunter & Central Coast Development Corporation
Hunter Research Foundation Centre
Knight Frank
Lockheed Martin
Remondis
The Business Centre
The Port of Newcastle
The University of Newcastle

SUPPORTE R S:

The Hunter Investment
Prospectus is only made
possible by these
organisations that have
supported the project and
are active supporters of the
growth of the Hunter Region.

Published by Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd in conjunction
with RDA-Hunter, the Hunter Investment Prospectus is a major
promotional project that is distributed as a high quality hard
copy, via the RDA-Hunter website and on USB cards.

View a copy of the 2019 Hunter
Investment Prospectus online
at www.rdahunter.org.au

SILVER SUPPORTERS

Ai Group
APP Corporation
Cessnock City Council
Collaborative Construction Solutions
Dowling Commercial
EJE Architecture
Evoke
GHD
Hunter Region Business Hub
HunterNet
MBA Newcastle
McNamara Adams
Muswellbrook Council
NCP Printing
Newcastle Airport
North Constructions
Port Stephens Council

Raine & Horne Newcastle
Red Eye Constructions
Scorpion International
Singleton Council
Stolthaven
The City of Newcastle
Upper Hunter Shire Council

BRONZE SUPPORTERS
Brain Industries
Hunter Water
WEA Hunter

For further queries on the 2019 Hunter Investment Prospectus or to find out about supporting
the 2020 edition, please contact:
Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd
Phone: +61 2 4925 7760
Email: info@hbrmag.com.au
Web: www.hbrmag.com.au

RDA – Hunter
Phone: +61 2 4940 8355
Email: admin@rdahunter.org.au
Web: www.rdahunter.org.

HBR mining & energy update

Underground mine pilots new
technology for better sludge clean up
A Queensland underground mine is using Hunter
manufacturing technology to help it to more effectively and
easily clean up sludge and slurries.

Thornton Depot
Do you have rising waste costs? Want to recycle more?
Need a better waste management solution?
REMONDIS will assist its neighbours with:
n Cost reductions
n Diverting waste from landfill
n Site specific solutions

CALL US TODAY

13 73 73
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REMONDIS Australia Pty Ltd // 13 73 73 // info@remondis.com.au // www.remondis.com.au
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Mooranbah North Mine has taken delivery of a new hydraulics
fitted version of Brain Industries’ self-filling tanker.
Brain’s Managing Director, Gillian Summers, said the Hunter
designed and manufactured tanker is an advancement on
Brain’s air driven model which enables vacuum recovery,
haulage and dumping of heavily solids laden slurries and
sludges containing lumps up to 150 mm in size.
Ms Summers said the new six cubic metre tanker has been
produced in response to calls from the underground mining
industry for more versatility. It can be run from any load haul
dumper.
She said powerful jet pumps means Brain’s self-filling tankers
vacuum-load continuously to achieve high loading rates. It is
constructed aluminium free to comply with mining regulations.
“While the new hydraulics version was produced for
underground mines our self-filling tankers are also suited
to applications in hard rock mining, tunnelling and contract
cleaning services,” Ms Summers said.
“With no moving parts in contact with the material, continuous
loading of large lump solids, including waxy, fibrous and
abrasive materials, is possible without detriment to the pump,”
she said.
Loading stops automatically at high level when handling wet
materials. Excess water can be drained from the tailgate valves
to allow top-up of load maximising hauled solids.
Ms Summers said the tanker is not only easy to use but easy to
empty. A 250 mm diameter dump hatch or full-sized rear door
can be used.
Brain’s existing air driven self-filling tankers will be able to be
retrofitted with hydraulics.
Brain’s self-filling tankers can be skid-mounted or trailermounted. She The skid-mounted unit is made to be transported
on a flatbed trailer or truck using the side-accessed forklift
sockets. The multi-purpose vehicle (MPV) unit can also be
transported above ground in this way. The trailer-mounted selffilling tanker has a rocker arm, load sharing wheels with oil-filled
hubs and solid tyres.

Everyone loves a good story...
In 2016 – 2018, Port Waratah invested

2,236,486
343

$

into our community,

to support

initiatives

Explore Storylines to discover our partners’
amazing stories and see what these quiet achievers
do to make our region an even better place.

storylines.pwcs.com.au

pwcs.com.au (02) 4907 2280

(24-hr Community Enquiries Line)

HBR mining & energy update
Direct mining spending boosts Hunter
economy
The NSW Minerals Council’s latest annual member company
Expenditure Survey has found that the 28 participating mining
companies directly injected $4.3 billion into the Hunter economy
in 2017/18, supporting thousands of jobs and generating millions
in additional spending across the region, particularly in local
mining communities.
“These survey results show that mining’s contribution to the
Hunter economy remains strong, with jobs and the number
of local business supported by our members increasing,” NSW
Minerals Council CEO, Stephen Galilee said.
This direct spending is estimated to have contributed 18% of
the Gross Regional Product of the Hunter economy in 2017-18.
This $4.3 billion in direct spending in 2017-18 included $1.6
billion in wages for 14,045 full-time employees, and $2.6 billion
in purchases from 4,168 local businesses, along with community
contributions and payments to local government.
In encouraging signs for the Hunter mining sector, the number
of direct Hunter mining jobs was up by 1,441 on last year at
14,045 compared to 12,604 over the previous year.
Across NSW surveyed companies directly spent $10.7 billion in
2017/18 an increase of $300 million compared to the previous
year. This direct spending included over $3 billion in wages to
more than 24,000 employees and $5.6 billion on the purchase of
goods and services from 7,135 local businesses.
“This survey, now completed for a seventh year, confirms that
the Hunter continues to depend on mining activity for local jobs,
investment and economic growth. The challenge for whoever
forms government at the March will be to implement the right
policy settings for mining so our industry can deliver more jobs,
more opportunities, and better times for our Hunter mining
communities over the long term,” he said

FUTURE OF MINING AUSTRALIA
RETURNS TO SYDNEY
Taking place from 25-26 March 2019, The Future of Mining
Australia conference addresses the long-term goals of the
industry with an agenda that has been created by bringing
together an advisory board of select leading mining experts
and new talent.
With over 500 professionals expected to be in attendance
at the Sofitel Sydney Wentworth, it will cover a vast range of
content spanning right across the entire mining life cycle with
technology, development and sustainability at its core, focusing
on areas of development and the challenges ahead as mining
begins to look beyond the now and plan for the future.
Key questions the conference will seek to answer include:
Disruption in mining: Which social, geo-political, economic
forces and market trends are reshaping the mining industry?
Influencing change: How are mining companies
re-focussing their efforts on creating a united workforce that
is driven by innovation, problem-solving, collaboration and
transparency?
Value chain optimisation: How is the industry challenging
itself to develop new ideas, out-of-the-box strategies and
next level optimisation
Game changing equipment: Which new technologies are
and will be applied across the mining lifecycle to change the
future of mining?
The human effect: How can we continue to liberate
our workforce through new job creation, training and
development?
Speakers delivering on these topic areas include John
Welborn, CEO & Managing Director, Resolute; Joanne Farrell,
Group Executive, Health, Safety & Environment, Rio Tinto;
Ricus Grimbeek, Chief Operating Officer, North Atlantic
Operations and Asian Refineries, Vale Base Metals; Jake
Klein, Chief Executive Officer, Evolution Mining; Friska Wirya,
Change Lead - Digital, Newcrest Mining, Sabina Shugg
AM, Hub Director, Kalgoorlie-Boulder Mining Innovation
Hub – CRC ORE; Allan Trench, Professor of Practice, MBA
Director, University of Western Australia; Dr Richard Lilly,
National Exploration Under Cover School (NExUS) Program
Leader and Economic Geology Research Fellow, University
of Adelaide; Timothy Martin, Principal Technology Business
Partner, Olympic Dam Technology, BHP; Dr Chris Wijns Group
Geophysicist, First Quantum Minerals; Terry Burgess, Chair,
Tonsley Innovation District Steering Committee and more.
The conference is well supported by an extensive array
of solution providers specialising in mining equipment,
engineering, analytics, Internet of Things, digitisation,
consulting, advisory and Artificial Intelligence. These include
Caterpillar, Komatsu, Epiroc, MMD, Honeywell, Inmarsat,
Motion Metrics, Proudfoot, Howden, MST Global, Vega, and
Petra Data Science.
For those who are interested in discussing new ideas,
concepts and strategies the Future of Mining is a great
opportunity to join like-minded peers in sharing your
thoughts.
For more information visit
https://australia.future-of-mining.com/
For all the latest conference updates, follow on LinkedIn
and Twitter using the hashtags #FutureofMining and
#FOMSydney

For more information contact us on 02 8484 8000 or BusinessDevelopmentNSWVIC@pacificnational.com.au
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HBR mining & energy update
Coal is Australia’s most valuable export
Coal will replace iron ore as Australia’s most valuable export this
financial year as supply concerns lead to a steep price rise for the
core commodity.
The Department of Industry, Innovation and Science’s latest
Resources and Energy Quarterly report said thermal and coking
coal export values would reach $67 billion in total in 2018-19,
slightly higher than iron ore's $61 billion in value.
Coal leapt over iron ore as supply concerns ratcheted up the
price. It is the first time coal has overtaken iron ore in value since
the mining boom five years ago.
The Department was more optimistic in its forecasts than
its reports released earlier this year, broadly lifting earnings
expectations across most commodities for 2018-19.
It increased total export earnings by about $12.1 billion
compared to the previous quarter’s forecasts and tipped earnings
to reach a record high of more than $264 billion in 2018-19.
“The weaker Australian dollar, high coal prices and rapid growth
in LNG exports are driving the strong figures,” it said.
The weak exchange rate added about $7.4 billion to export
values, “while higher-than-expected coking coal and iron ore
prices account for the rest of the gain", the report said.
Despite achieving a record year, lower demand from China is
forecast to see earnings fall in 2019-2020 to $241 billion, although
this would still be the second highest year on record.
Chief economist Mark Cully warned the ongoing trade war
ignited by US President Donald Trump against China posed a
threat to export growth.
“The world is nine years into the post-GFC recovery, and the
peak of the current cycle has clearly passed,” Mr Cully said.

YOU CAN
FIND US AT

Port Waratah - 2018 Year in
Review
Port Waratah plays a global role in the Hunter Valley
Coal Chain – ensuring efficient delivery of coal to a
global customer base. In 2018 Port Waratah loaded 107
million tonnes into 1229 vessels for export.
Strong demand was driven by Asia, with 95% of
our coal exports bound for Asian port destinations in
Japan, Taiwan, China and South Korea, among other
Asian nations. Close to a record year, this was 2.4
million tonnes more than 2017.
“Both Port Waratah and the overall Hunter Valley coal
chain volumes are expected to continue to grow in
2019,” said the Chief Executive Officer of Port Waratah,
Hennie du Plooy. Port Waratah’s Carrington and
Kooragang terminals provide reliability and flexibility
to the Hunter Valley coal chain and are well positioned
to adjust to changes in demand.
The strong results reflect improved operational
performance whilst maintaining costs to customers at
consistently low levels, with our coal handling charge
viewed as the best in industry. Shiploading rates
reached record levels at the Kooragang terminal last
year and July was a record-breaking month, breaking
the monthly shiploading record, set in December 2014,
by more than 100,000 tonnes.
In 2019 and beyond, we will continue to invest in our
operations to maintain and improve our performance,
from our people to the community, to our equipment
and environmental performance, Mr du Plooy said.
Port Waratah was awarded the Hunter Business
Award’s inaugural Excellence in Sustainability
and Outstanding Employer of Choice in 2018,
demonstrating our commitment to leading the way in
local business, environmentally and socially.
“In one of the highlights of the year, we are
immensely proud that our ongoing efforts have been
recognised in winning these awards,” Mr du Plooy said.
But while our customers may be overseas, our heart
lies well and truly in Newcastle. Our workforce live
here, so we are proud to support a variety of local
charities, community organisations and initiatives. The
Port Waratah Community Investment and Partnership
Programme invested $750,000 in 114 community
projects and initiatives last year. That is support to real
people who work hard to help those that need it most
and make this region one of the best places to work,
live and bring up a family.

@HBRmag
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“Sustainability considerations are integral to Port
Waratah’s day to day operations. We are continuously
looking at how we can improve our operational,
environmental and social performance to contribute to
global sustainability in a local context,” Mr du Plooy said.

“You’d never know
all this used to
be a mine.”
Australian miners and farmers are working together towards a common goal.
Mining land is being rehabilitated to graze cattle and grow crops. When the mining is
gone, the rehabilitated land will be here to stay – preserving it for future generations.

There’s more to Australian mining.

ZZZPLQHUDOVRUJDX
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Recognising 50
years’ service at Orica
Orica has acknowledged Mr Paul Harrison, its longest serving
employee, for more than 50 years’ service with the company by
naming its 300th Bulkmaster (BM300) Mobile Manufacturing Unit
after him.
Darryl Cuzzubbo, Group Executive President Australia Pacific
and Asia said, “As Orica’s current longest serving employee, Paul
has achieved a great deal for ICI/Orica. We are extremely proud
of him and this is a fitting and unique way to celebrate and
acknowledge his contribution to our company.”
Mr Harrison first walked through ICI/Orica’s doors in February
1969 working in Research and Development to improve the
quality of the nitro-glycol based explosives and to develop and
enhance watergel based explosives. He has also served in various
roles overseeing the production of NG explosives, boosters and
watergels and the production of bulk explosives across Australia.
His global experience includes managing a joint venture involving
the manufacture of NG explosives and non-electric detonators
and emulsion packaged explosives.
Since 1996 Mr Harrison has served as Orica’s Statutory Liaison
and Security Manager and is responsible for working closely
with regulators across Australia to ensure that Orica’s products
are licensed and regulated; and its employees, equipment and
vehicles are licensed and authorised. He is an active member of
the Australian Explosives Industry and Safety Group (AEISG) for

promoting safety within the commercial explosives industry and
developing codes of practice.
At a celebration at the Kurri Kurri Technical centre Mr Harrison
said “Fifty years have flown by and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed
it, we’ve had the ups and downs but basically, the ups have
outweighed all the downs. I am absolutely stunned by all of this I
understand the organisation wanted to do something, but I didn’t
realise how much the organisation appreciated me. I am very
humbled by the Bulkmaster 300 dedication today. An old hand
once said to me, ‘ducks don’t fly during the shooting season’ and
I’ve always kept a very low profile while trying to contribute as
much as I possibly can to the organisation.”
The Bulkmaster 7, launched last year for use in the opencut
mining sector, is Orica’s market-leading delivery system
technology, which provides a leap in productivity and safety on
bench, and is another significant step towards automating drill
and blast operations in the future. Bulkmaster 7 (BM300) will be
deployed and operated in Queensland’s Bowen Basin from March
2019 and will be the 4th Bulkmaster 7 for the Queensland region.
Since 1989 the Bulkmaster (BM1) has undergone significant
innovation and has been part of the transformation of the
Australian mining industry by enabling Orica’s customers to be
competitive on the world stage.

Mount Pleasant sees first coal production
Wallarah 2 receives EPBC approval
The Wallarah 2 underground coal mine northwest
of central Wyong received Federal EPBC Approval in
January with 31 conditions of consent.
The mine had received NSW Planning Assessment
Commission Approval with 195 consent conditions
some 12 months earlier for 5 Mtpa for 25 years
but was opposed by some members of the local
community.
The mine would be a major boost for the local
economy, with an initial investment of some $800
million, 450 construction jobs and 300 operational
jobs.
The mine’s future is not assured, however, with the
ALP threatening to stop the mine if its wins the NSW
election this month. This stance has put it in conflict
with the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy
Union (CFMEU) which is demanding the ALP supports
mining if they wish to retain the powerful union’s
support.

MACH Energy Managing Director Ferdian Purnamasidi has
announced that the Mount Pleasant Operation successfully
produced first bypass coal through the facility in late December
with railing coal produced shortly after.
MACH Energy Australia commenced construction of the Mount
Pleasant Operation in the Hunter Valley in late 2016. The project
construction stage is nearing completion with the majority of
mine infrastructure now in use.
Further construction works on the coal handling preparation
plant are expected to be complete mid next year.
Mr Purnamasidi said “I am pleased with the progress and thank
all involved for their hard work and dedication to the operation to
ensure we reach this very important milestone.”
The first coal was supplied locally for domestic use and export
sales have also now commenced

The first coal stockpiles at the Mount Pleasant Operation
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BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained
accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments
and homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for visitors and business
colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

•
•
•
•

Strata Cleaning Services
Medical Centre Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Over 25 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

P: (02) 49610145 E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY
• Security bins and one-off shredding
• Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
• NAID AAA Certified
• Locally owned and operated
• Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast
Phone: 4957 9903
www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning,
Insurance and Risk Protection.
(02) 4929 2552
Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay

"Working together for your future"
www.crestfs.com.au

HUNTER CARGO & CUSTOMS
Hunter Cargo & Customs is an Australian owned company servicing all ports and airports of
Australia. Established in 1986 based in Newcastle Hunter Cargo & Customs logistics services
constantly deliver the most cost effective and reliable results. With our wealth of accreditations
& industry contacts, we handle all types of cargo.
Our services include:
• Export Air & Sea freight services / Import Air & Sea Freight services
• In-house Customs brokers
• Consolidation & Warehousing
• Dangerous goods specialist
• Land transport specialist
• Project heavy lift cargo /chartering by Air & Sea
P: +61 2 4922 0900 M: +61412124328
E: Sales@hccnewcastle.com / Ashanthi.k@hccnewcastle.com

"We look forwards to assisting with your requirements."

FURNITURE REMOVALISTS

DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES

FREIGHT FORWARDERS

CLEANING SERVICES

P: 49615566 E: joanne@bqnre.com.au W: bqnre.com.au 1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ACCOMMODATION

HBR business services

TIMERITE REMOVALS
Your Experienced Maitland & Newcastle Furniture Removal & Relocation Team
Full Home & Office Removals – No Job Too Large
With more than 20 years’ experience and arguably the best service standards for
removalists in the Newcastle and Maitland areas, TimeRite Removals is the furniture
moving company of choice for your next home or office relocation.
PRE-PACKING AND UNPACKING • DELIVERY • MOVING INTO STORAGE • TRANSIT • INSURANCE
Proud member of Australian Furniture Removers Association

CALL FOR OUR BEST RATES: (02) 4927 6687
A: 5/49 Annie Street Wickham, NSW 2293 62 New England Hwy Maitland, NSW 2320
E: info@timeriteremovals.com.au W: www.timeriteremovals.com.au

STRATA MANGEMENT

LAKE GROUP STRATA

Strata & Community Title Managers
• Over 30 years managing property
• Pre-purchase reports
• Set-up & establishment service
• Consultancy Service
• Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305
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HBR funny business
A blind man visits Texas. When he gets to his hotel room, he
feels the bed. “Wow, this bed is big!”
“Everything is bigger in Texas,” says the bellhop.
The man heads downstairs to the bar, settles into a huge
barstool and orders a beer. A mug is placed between his
hands. “Wow these drinks are big!”
The bartender replies, “Everything is big in Texas.”
After downing a few, the blind man asks where the bathroom is. “Second
door to the right,” says the bartender.
The blind man heads for the bathroom but accidentally enters the third
door, which leads to the swimming pool, and he falls in. Popping his head
up from under the water and flailing his arms, he shouts, “Don’t flush,
don’t flush!”
Mike and his pregnant wife live on a farm in a rural area in
the west of England. No running water, no electricity, etc. One
night, Mikes' wife is beginning to deliver the baby.
The local doctor is there in attendance. "What d'ya want me to
do, Doctor?"
"Hold the lantern, Mike. Here it comes!" the doctor delivers
the child and holds it up for the proud father to see.
"Mike, you're the proud father of a fine strapping boy."
"Saints be praised, I..."
Before Mike can finish the Doctor interrupts, "Wait a minute. Hold the
lantern, Mike."
Soon the doctor delivers the next child. "You have a full set now, Mike. A
beautiful baby daughter."
"Thanks be to..."
Again the Doctor cuts in, "Hold the lantern, Mike, Hold the lantern!"
Soon the Doctor delivers a third child. The doctor holds up the baby for
Mike's inspection.
"Doctor," asks Mike, "Do you think it's the light that's attracting them?

George looks like a golf pro in his designer outfit, but he slices
his first drive deep into the woods. Rather than accept a penalty,
he decides to try using an iron to get back on the fairway. But
his ball ricochets off a tree and strikes him on the forehead,
killing him.
When he arrives at the Pearly Gates, St. Peter greets him. "You
look like a golfer, are you any good?"
George replies, "I got here in two, didn't I?"
A man scuttled out to his garage and began pulling the lawn
furniture out onto the driveway.
Shortly after he did the same with the lawnmower, a few
gardening tools and a bicycle.
A curious neighbour wandered over and asked if he was
going to have a garage sale.
“No,” replied the man. “My son just bought his first car and right now he’s
getting ready for a big date.”
“So what’s with all the stuff?” asked the neighbour.
“Well, after years of moving tricycles, toys and sports equipment out of
the way every time I came home from work I wanted to make sure the
driveway was ready for him.”

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“Successful leaders see the opportunity in every difficulty rather
than the difficulty in every opportunity."

- Reed Markham
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